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Abstract

Dispatch modelling of a regional power generation
system -Integrating intermittent power generation

Lisa Edqvist

The climate change issue has raised the interest for renewable energy technologies,
amongst which wind power is the fastest growing. The introduction of wind power to
a power system implies intermittency on the production side. The aim of this thesis
has been to construct a model describing how the variations in wind power
production affect the other power producing system units. The model has been
constructed with western Denmark as a referent system. Simulations show that wind
power changes the dispatch order amongst the other electricity generating units in
the power system of western Denmark. With a significant wind power grid
penetration the low running costs of large coal fired power plants no longer
guarantee a high utilization factor. Gas fired power plants and small coal fired plants
become more competitive in combination with wind power.    
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Sammanfattning 

Klimatfrågan har ökat intresset för förnyelsebar energi, där vindkraft är den teknik som växer 
snabbast. Om vindkraft inkluderas i elkraftsystemet innebär det att det uppstår intermittens på 
elproduktionssidan. Syftet med det här examensarbetet har varit att skapa en modell över hur 
vindkraftens produktionsvariationer påverkar andra kraftverk i elkraftsystemet. Modellen har 
konstruerats med västra Danmark som utgångspunkt, då det elkraftsystemet utgörs av ett 
begränsat antal stora kraftverk som konkurrerar om elproduktionen och eftersom 
vindkraftproduktionen i området motsvarar en väsentlig del av elbehovet. Rapporten utreder 
först egenskaperna hos vindkraftvariationerna samt strukturen hos västra Danmarks 
elkraftsystem. Dessa kunskaper används sedan till konstruktionen av modellen. Med modellen 
simuleras därefter tre olika situationer; västra Danmark med dagens vindkraftproduktion, utan 
vindkraftproduktion samt med vindkraftproduktion motsvarande 150 % av dagens installerade 
kapacitet. Samtliga simuleringar utförs för året 2005 och med två olika prisnivåer på 
utsläppsrätter. 

Studier visar att vindkraftens produktionsvariationer är små på kort sikt men de kan växa sig 
stora med tiden. I det västdanska systemet, med omkring 2400MW installerad vindkraft 
(Ackermann 2004), kan ett fel i vindprognosen på 1m/s orsaka oplanerad produktionsändring 
på 320MW (Ackermann et al 2005). Dock är den högsta uppmätta effektgradienten 
10MW/min (Söder at al 2006). Behovet av ökade effektreserver vid installation av vindkraft 
har utretts i flera rapporter tidigare. I det här arbetet antas att systemets reservkrav motsvarar 
behovet av effektreserver vid dagens vindkraftkapacitet . Istället ligger fokus på att studera 
hur den ordinarie produktionen påverkas. Tidsupplösningen är därför satt till en timme, då 
reserver antas ha ersatts av ordinarie produktion. Vindkraftens produktionsvariationer kan på 
timbasis nå samma storleksordning som den totala produktionen hos ett större kol- eller 
gaseldat kraftverk.  

Det västdanska kraftsystemet består huvudsakligen av tre typer av kraftverk; småskaliga 
kraftvärmeverk, vindkraftverk och stora termiska kraftverk. De småskaliga kraftvärmeverken 
får betalt för sin el beroende på tid på dygnet. Vindkraften är prioriterad, så 
vindkraftproducenterna är garanterade att få sälja sin el. Det är sådeles bara de stora 
kraftvärmeverken som utsätts för konkurrensen på elmarknaden. I modellen beskrivs varje 
stort kraftverk separat för att förändringar i utnyttjandegrad ska kunna urskiljas. 
Kolkraftverken är långsammare och dyrare att starta upp än gaseldade kraftverk. De rörliga 
kostnaderna för kolkraftverken är dock lägre än de rörliga kostnaderna för gaskraftverken 
(eftersom kol är billigare än gas) så länge prisnivån för utsläppsrätter är låg. Kraftverken är 
anslutna till olika fjärrvärmesystem. Värdet av värmen som produceras likställs med vad det 
skulle kosta att producera värmen på billigaste sätt i de övriga anläggningarna anslutna till 
fjärrvärmesystemet. Den rörliga kostnaden för elproduktionen sänks med värdet av värmen 
som produceras. Kraftverken kan också välja att bara producera el, vilket innebär en högre 
verkningsgrad och en högre maximal elproduktion. 

Modellen reducerar elbehovet med elproduktionen i de små kraftvärmeverken och 
vindkraftproduktionen varje timme. Det kvarstående behovet tillgodoses med elproduktion i 
de stora kraftverken och importerad el från grannländer i billigaste kombination. El kan också 
produceras för att exporteras om det är ekonomiskt fördelaktigt.            

Simuleringarna visar att de västdanska kraftverken har produktionskostnader under 
spotmarknadspriset större delen av vintern. I de lägen där produktionen inte behövs på 



  

hemmaplan på grund av stor vindkraftproduktion exporteras överskottet. Värmeproduktionen 
håller elproduktionskostnaderna nere och det är framförallt temperaturen som styr 
produktionsnivån. Vindkraftens produktionsvariationer exporteras därmed till omgivande 
länder. I Sverige och Norge svarar elkraftsystemen variationerna genom att justera 
vattenkraftproduktionen. Vatten sparas i dammarna för att användas vid tillfällen då elpriset 
ligger på högre nivå. Om vindkraft från västra Danmark exporteras söder ut, till system 
dominerade av termiska anläggningar, kommer någon eller några av dessa anläggningar sänka 
produktionsnivån och så småningom kanske till och med konkurreras ut av vindkraften. 
Beroendet av vindkraft flyttas därmed över, medan västra Danmark kan behålla samtliga 
enheter i produktion. Denna situation kan endast uppstå då systemet har stor 
transmissionskapacitet. De stora kraftverken i västra Danmark kommer, enligt simuleringar, 
inte behöva anpassa sin produktion efter vindkraften vintertid i någon större utsträckning 
förrän installerad vindkapacitet överskrider 50 % av dagens nivåer. 

Sommartid är de stora kraftverken i västra Danmark inte lika konkurrenskraftiga. Importpriset 
ligger under kraftverkens rörliga kostnader och den totala centrala produktionen kommer i 
stora drag motsvara elbehovet som kvarstår efter det att vindkraftproduktionen, 
elproduktionen i de små kraftvärmeverken och importkapaciteten från Sverige och Norge 
räknats av. Produktionen i de stora kraftverken påverkas nu alltså direkt av 
vindkraftproduktionen. Vindkraftens produktionsvariationer tillsammans med variationerna i 
efterfrågan medför att utrymmet för produktion i de stora kraftverken varierar kraftigt. Då det 
inte längre finns någon konstant baslast kommer de mindre flexibla enheterna anpassade för 
detta att användas mindre än de skulle ha gjort om det inte fanns någon vindkraft i systemet. 
De mer flexibla kraftverken anpassade för topplastproduktion kommer användas minst i 
samma utsträckning i ett system med som utan vindkraft. Anläggningar anpassade för 
baslastproduktion är typiskt stora koleldade kraftverk med låga rörliga kostnader.  
Topplastanläggningar är ofta mindre och/eller gaseldade. Vindkraften ändrar alltså 
konkurrensförutsättningarna för de andra kraftverken i det västdanska systemet. Om 
vindkraftproduktionen tillgodoser en väsentlig andel av efterfrågan på el är alltså låga rörliga 
kostnader inte längre en garanti för hög utnyttjandegrad. Små kolkraftverk och gaseldade 
kraftverk blir mer konkurrenskraftiga i kombination med vindkraft.      

 

    

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To all of you who say that there is no way wind power grid penetration can go beyond 10 %. 

And to all of you who believe that we can do better than that, much better. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The energy systems of the western world will go through dramatic changes the next decades. 
Since the beginning of industrialisation fossil fuels have been the dominant energy providers. 
Today the consequences from an extensive combustion of fossil fuels start to reveal 
themselves. To prevent climate change, a majority of the developed countries (with the US as 
an important exception) have agreed to limit CO2 emissions. On a free market this agreement 
has been put into practice through the trade of emission allowances. This development has 
opened a door for renewable energy to get established on the energy market. Renewable 
energy proposes a way to satisfy the energy demand without wearing out the world’s natural 
resources or causing large-scale environmental damage.  
 
Power systems with a high penetration of renewables have different properties than traditional 
fossil fuel systems. In a power system with traditional units exclusively, power production 
can be secured by keeping a sufficient storage of fossil fuels. With a highly predictable 
pattern of demand, operation of the power plants can be scheduled well in advance in a fossil 
fuelled system. The amount of capacity needed is easily calculated giving a good prediction 
of the need of new units added to the system.  
 
Already the introduction of hydropower involves some complications (Gul and Stenzel 2005). 
The amount of hydropower available depends on the precipitation some weeks up to a year 
earlier. As the potential energy of the water can be stored in lakes, schedules of power plant 
operation can still be made just as accurately as before. The amount of electricity production 
in the additional units comprised by the system depends, however, on whether it’s a dry or 
wet year. This uncertainty has in no way restrained the expansion of hydropower, which is 
considered to have reached its limits in most industrialized areas. 
 
The expansion of renewable energy today is mostly carried out in the form of wind turbines. 
The amount of power produced in a wind power plant cannot be scheduled according to 
demand. The occurring wind speed decides how much power that will be produced, and it is 
then up to the other power plants to assure that the demand will be met by their added power 
production. This forces the other power plants to a more variable production. In addition wind 
speed is much more difficult to foresee. There is a lot of research dedicated to the prediction 
of wind today, so it is probable that the possibility to schedule wind will be ameliorated in the 
future. 
 
In order to succeed in transforming the fossil fuel dominated energy systems into systems  
with high renewable energy penetration, achievable and sustainable pathways are needed.  
To find these pathways simulations of the energy system may be carried out. Two models 
often used for energy system analysis are MARKAL (ETSAP) and BALMOREL (Balmorel). 
In these models power generating units are aggregated into groups of plants with similar 
technology. MARKAL optimizes the entire energy system, so that the total energy demand 
will be satisfied to the lowest cost. Different energy forms can be converted to others as long 
as there is technology available to do so. In BALMOREL the most cost efficient mix of 
technologies will be chosen to satisfy the demand for heat and electricity in the Baltic Sea 
area. Both models are used for optimization over longer periods of time. In MARKAL the 
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year is subdivided into six segments to describe the power load. This way seasonal and 
diurnal demand patterns can be included. BALMOREL has a more flexible time resolution, 
and the user may choose to describe the heat and power load on an hourly basis.  
 
Unlike demand, wind power production does not follow any patterns. The effects  
of wind power on a power system are therefore interesting to model with a one-hour time  
resolution. In order to model the interactions between wind power plants and thermal power 
plants each thermal unit will have to be described separately, as will be explained in chapter  
4. Such a model will, however, be too time-consuming to handle simulations of longer 
periods of time. A system analysis of an energy system including wind power with a longer 
time horizon could thus be performed by combining a detailed wind power model with  
models such as BALMOREL or MARKAL. 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis project has been to create a model describing the interaction 
between traditional thermal power plants and wind power plants. The power system of 
Western Denmark has been chosen as system of reference as it is mainly composed of these 
two types of units, has a limited number of dispatchable units and, finally, because data 
regarding the power system is easily accessible. Results from model simulations aim to show 
how thermal units are influenced when a significant amount of wind power is introduced to 
the power system. This influence is measured in the change in utilization and number of start-
ups of the thermal units.  

1.3 Limitations 

Previous work (see for example Holttinen 2004) in the field has mainly treated the need of 
extra reserve capacity as the wind power grid penetration increases, and the cost this adds to 
the system. In this study the reserve limits are fixed according to rules imposed by the 
transmission system operator, and it is assumed that the reserves at those limits are sufficient 
to supply the system with extra capacity in the case of fluctuations within one hour. The fix 
cost to keep these reserves has not been considered. However, the capacity to fill the reserve 
requirements is always put aside, and if the reserves include some of the units with low 
running costs more expensive units will be running in their place.  
 
The Danish power system is closely connected to district heating systems through combined 
heat and power plants, as explained later on. The focus of this study is on the power system, 
and the heating systems have only been considered when entwined with the electricity 
production and in a simplified way. 
   
This study does not include limitations in power exchange in transmission or distribution 
lines, except for the available capacity for export and import over the country borders. 
 

1.4 Remark 

There is an on going discussion whether it is appropriate to use the term “intermittent” when 
describing the variations in wind power production. Intermittency indicates discontinuities or 
sharp drops, which might appear in the power output of a single wind turbine but is an 
exaggeration of the variation of power output from wind farms, as described in chapter 2.2.3. 
The term “intermittence” is, however, widely used in this context, and has therefore been 
adapted in this paper.    
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2 Wind power from a system perspective 
By 2010, wind energy in Europe is predicted to have saved over 500 million tonnes of CO2. 
The 75 GW of wind energy installed in Europe by 2010 is expected to meet one third of the 

EU’s 2010 Kyoto target. (EWEA, 2006) 

 

2.1 Wind power in Europe 

To restrain climate change, and in accordance with the agreements of the Kyoto protocol the 
European union aim to increase the amount of renewables in the European energy system. In 
the Renewables Directive, stated in 2001, the European goal was set to double the share of 
renewables in the overall energy production the following ten years. This is equal to a share 
of 12 % renewable energy in 2010. As the majority of the renewable energy sources are used 
to produce electricity, the electricity goal is set higher. In 2010, 21% of the electricity in the 
union should be generated with renewable sources (13, 9% in 1997, Renewables Directive 
2001).  
 
The major part of the renewable capacity in the European Union today consists of 
hydropower. The possibilities to expand the generation of hydropower are judged to be small. 
Most natural sites are already exploit or under protection. The fastest expanding renewable 
today is instead wind power. Since the middle of the 1990’s the average growth of wind 
power in Europe has been 32%, reaching over 40 000MW by the end of 2005 (EWEA 2006). 
The installed wind power capacity in Europe corresponds to two thirds of the world total 
installed wind power capacity (60 000MW in 2006, Söder et al. 2006). In 2004 the wind 
power generation in the union was located according to Figure 1:  
 

 
Figure 1. Installed capacity of wind power in Europe 2004 (Ackermann et al 2005). 
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2.2 Properties of wind power 

2.2.1 Penetration of intermittent capacity 

To what extent an intermittent energy source will influence the system naturally depends on 
the amount of installed capacity compared to the size of the power system. The intermittent 
energy grid penetration is a measurement of how big part of the generation that is produced 
by the intermittent source over the year. This figure shows the importance of intermittent 
source to the system and how much it can affect it. A comparison of installed capacity is often 
misleading as different power plants have very different utilization factors (i.e. how many 
hours of rated power production the produced energy corresponds to). The utilization factor of 
land based wind power is 20-30 %, whereas sea based wind power reaches utilizations 
between 30-40 % (Berg 2005). This can be compared to the utilization factor of 80 % for 
many nuclear power plants (Berg 2005).   

2.2.2 From installed capacity to energy 

The European energy goal of 12% refers to the amount of energy demand that should be 
supplied by renewable energy. This is very different to a goal of 12% of installed capacity, as 
explained above. A wind turbine only produces rated capacity when the wind conditions are 
right. This rarely happens for all turbines at the same time. As an example, in the eon control 
area the maximum wind power feed in to the grid was about 85% of installed capacity in 2004 
(Eon Wind Report 2005). The average feed in over the year was about one fifth of the 
installed capacity. An installed capacity of 60 000MW wind power in the world corresponds 
to an energy production of about 120TWh per year. With a total electricity consumption in the 
world of 17 500TWh, this implies that 0,7% of the world electricity origins in the wind (Söder 
et al 2006) 
 
Because the installed wind capacity is available only at right wind conditions, wind power 
cannot replace thermal units in a one to one exchange. Back up capacity is needed in the case 
of high demand and low (or very high, above cut off) wind speed. As more wind capacity is 
installed, more demand will depend on wind power generation to be satisfied and more back 
up is needed. Thus, the more wind power capacity on the grid the smaller amount of 
conventional power it can replace (Eon Wind Report 2005). In Germany (where about 4,7 % 
of the power is produce in wind power plants) it’s judged that the wind energy can contribute 
to the secure production of power corresponding to 8% of installed wind power capacity 
(16629MW, Eon Wind Report 2005). Other studies have determined higher values of the 
secure production of wind power (UKERC 2006). 
 

2.2.3 Wind power production gradients and reserve capacity 

Fast changes of wind speed can also cause fast changes in wind power production. In the Eon 
control area there is an installed wind power capacity of 7050MW. Here the wind power 
production was measured to decrease with 16MW/min around Christmas 2004 (Eon Wind 
Report 2005). In Western Denmark, with an installed wind power capacity of about 2400MW, 
the power production of the wind farm has been changing at rates of 10MW/min (Söder et al 
2006). However, even if these gradients are significant, a drop out of a wind farm is much 
slower compared to when large conventional plants are tripping off. In the case of a storm 
front, it takes 4-6 hours for the wind power production of the farm to fall to zero output 
(Söder et al 2006). Accordingly, conventional plants normally dimension reserve capacity 
responding to quick changes whereas wind power rather demand a large reserve capacity than 
a very fast one, see 3.3 for further reading.  
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It is possible to decrease the amount of reserve capacity 
complementing the wind power by developing more 
sophisticated wind forecasts. Changes in wind power 
production can then be compensated by scheduled 
changes in other power plants. A typical power curve of 
a wind power plant is shown in Figure 2. A steep rise in 
power takes place at a wind speed between 
approximately 5m/s and 15m/s (slightly different for 
different technologies). Joining the effects of a forecast 
error of 1m/s at a wind speed in this range on all wind 
turbines in Western Denmark (~2400MW installed 
capacity), the error will cause an imbalance between 
forecast and production of approximately 320MW 
(Ackermann et al 2005).   
 
Large changes in wind power production can also 
occur if many turbines reach the cut-off wind speed at 
the same time. Newer turbines can avoid this to some 
extent by phasing out the turbines in a wind farm 
(compare Figure 2 and Figure 3).  

2.2.4 Power system obligations 

One problem that has arisen with the expansion of 
wind power is the turning off of wind turbines in the 
case of a voltage drop on the net. A voltage drop can 
for example occur in the case of a larger power plant 
tripping off. When only a few wind turbines were 
connected to the net it was desirable that these turbines 

would be turned off in the case of a voltage drop in order to protect the turbine electronics. 
With more wind power installed such a reaction might worsen the problem as the loss of these 
units imposes the voltage to drop even further. Wind turbines turning off because of a voltage 
drop in fact caused a serious black out in Germany (Eon Wind Report 2005). Today the 
transmission system operators request that new wind turbines have a fault ride-through 
capability, meaning that they will continue to generate power despite less serious voltage 
drops (Eon Wind Report 2005).  In many European countries particular grid codes for wind 
power have been established. 
  

2.3 Methods of controlling the wind power output 

The most commonly mentioned methods to handle the wind power variations are different 
storage technologies and demand side management. It is sometimes argued that the wind 
power producers should be responsible for the power production variations and thus 
motivated to develop the wind farms to minimize these. The object would then be to make 
wind farms act more like traditional power producing units. These three different methods; 
wind power smoothing, storage and demand side management, of handling wind power 
variations are discussed shortly below. A particular solution to handle the production 
variations of prioritised power in Western Denmark is also mentioned.  

Figure 2. Wind turbine power curve. 

Figure 3. Wind turbine power curve, new 
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2.3.1 Wind power smoothing 

2.3.1.1 Turbine design 

Wind turbines can be pitch regulated or stall regulated. Stall regulated turbines have fixed 
blades. Aerodynamic properties will then control the produced power automatically, each 
wind speed corresponding to a certain power. As the wind speed increases the angle between 
the wind speed relative the blade and the blade chord line (the angle of attack) increases and 
the wind has trouble following the blade smoothly (Manwell et al 2002). Some of the energy 
of the wind will then be lost at the blade areas in stall. Pitch regulated turbines can adjust the 
angle of the blades. Normally this is used to produce maximum power at lower wind speeds, 
but by adjusting the pitch (that is forcing the blades to partly stall) a possible over production 
of electricity could be cut down. Balance is kept to the cost of lost wind energy. 
 
2.3.1.2 Geographical smoothing 

Turbulence and gusts become negligible in the power output from wind farms (Manwell et al 
2002). This can be explained by the fact that the wind turbines are geographically distributed, 
each experiencing a separate microclimate. The effect is referred to as power smoothing 
(Manwell et al 2002). Power smoothing can also occur between wind farms separated 
geographically. A power net reaching over several climate zones (such as the European grid) 
has the ability to smoothen out power produced by wind turbines also over a longer 
perspective, provided the transmission lines can take the capacity. As winds over northern 
Europe has little to do with the Mediterranean winds, maximum and minimum wind power 
production of the wind farms in the system will rarely correlate. In the same way, wind power 
connected to a power net covering many time zones will always find an offset for the power 
production in areas where it correlates with mid-weekday.      
 

2.3.2 Storage technologies 

2.3.2.1 Pumped hydro 

In the case of excessive wind power production, electricity can be used to pump water to a 
reservoir at high altitude. When wind power production is low this water is allowed to flow 
back generating electricity as it passes the pump, now reversed to a turbine. Pumped hydro is 
as flexible in power production as hydropower, but has the advantage that it also handles over 
production of electricity. The efficiency is high, about 80% from wind-generated electricity to 
hydro generated electricity. The major draw back of pumped hydro is the lack of suitable 
sites. There are few areas offering two lakes close to each other but with a large difference in 
altitude. Steep coasts exist, but seawater will destroy the ecosystem of any nearby lake. The 
construction of artificial sites for pumped hydro often implies major environmental impacts 
and will always be very expensive.  
 
There are about 280 pumped hydro storages in the world, corresponding to a capacity of 
90GW (Leonhard 2002). A study of pumped hydro in Germany shows that the pumped 
storage needed to smoothen out a wind power production supporting the entire Germany was 
equivalent to 350 times the storage capacity of the pumped storage existing today (Goldisthal 
with 8,5GWh storage capacity, Leonhard 2002). The study concludes that a German energy 
system of wind and pumped hydro is out of the question considering environmental effects 
and costs.    
 
2.3.2.2 Hydrogen 

The over production of electricity from wind power could be used to produce hydrogen 
through electrolysis. The hydrogen can then be stored and used when needed, for example as 
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fuel in vehicles. The great advantage of a hydrogen solution is the usefulness of the final 
product. Unfortunately, only 25 % of the electricity generated by the wind is left when 
electricity has been reproduced from hydrogen (Berg 2005). Another problem is the storage of 
hydrogen. It will probably need to be compressed in order to be stored and transported more 
efficiently, but then energy will be used in the compression. 
 

2.3.3 Demand side management 

If high wind power production would coincide with high electricity demand and vice versa, 
over production and under production would not occur. We cannot influence the wind speed, 
but we can influence the demand. In fact, the demand is already affected as the electricity 
price deviates between peak load hours and low load hours. An increased electricity price 
might make people in general more aware of the spot price and adjust their consumption 
accordingly; the laundry could be done during the late night hours, electrically heated tap 
water can be warmed during the night and stored in tanks till needed etc. In a study performed 
by Elsam, Eltra and Elkraft (Nielsen et al 1998) a solution with electrically driven cars is 
suggested. People would load their batteries to the cars at home during hours of over 
production and dumped electricity prices. If three percent of the Danish cars were run on 
electricity, and they all would be loaded at the same time, they would consume about 
260MW. This capacity could down regulate 11% (260/(2155+160))1 of the Danish wind 
power capacity.  
 

2.3.4 Flexible heat production –a Danish solution 

In climates such as the Scandinavian strong winds often accompany cold weather. In Sweden, 
where there is still a large number of electrically heated houses (as a remnant of the oil crisis) 
this implies that the potential for wind power increases when the demand increases and is 
often referred to as one of the advantages of wind power. In an energy system such as the one 
in Denmark, where 60 % of the households are connected to a district heating system and 
73% of the district heat produced origins from CHP-plants (Danish board of district heating),  
the demand does not follow the temperature to the same extent. Instead the amount of 
electricity produced by CHP plants increase at the same time as the wind power production 
increases resulting in an over production of electricity.  
 
There have been many proposals of how to handle this over production. One way is to use 
electricity to produce heat in heat pumps and lower the fuel consumption in the CHP plants 
accordingly. Another method would be to add large storage tanks to the district heating 
system, so that the CHP plants only would be running at times of electricity demand. The 
accumulator tanks would be filled with hot water during that time. If heat is needed during 
times of low electricity demand the heat stored in the tank can be used. 
 

                                                 
1 2155MW onshore wind power and 160MW offshore wind power in Western Denmark. 
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3  The power system of Western Denmark 
“The Eltra area has the largest amount of installed wind power in the world relative to the 

size of the power system.” (Ackermann et al 2005) 

 

Denmark is subdivided into two separate power systems. Eastern Denmark (Zealand) is AC-
connected to the Nordic power system, while Western Denmark (Jutland and Funen) is AC-
connected to the European grid. No cable connect the two parts of Denmark, there is however 
DC-connections from Western Denmark to Norway and Sweden. 
 
Being a part of the European synchronous power system, Western Denmark follows the rules 
of frequency regulation and reserve capacity of UCTE (l’Union pour la Cooradination du 
Transport d’Electricité). Marketwise however the whole of Denmark is part of Nord pool. The 
power exchanged with Germany is bought and sold through capacity auctioning on yearly, 
monthly and daily basis (Ackermann et al 2005). The transmission system operator (TSO), 
Eltra, was bought by the Danish state (Energinet) in 2005. 
 
In Denmark the dominating energy source has traditionally been coal, and in the centralized 
CHP plants coal is still the most common fuel (Energinet 2005). Recently coal has become 
less economically advantageous. Since the beginning of 2005 Denmark has been part of the 
EU ETS emission allowance trading scheme. The trading of emission allowances is a mean to 
reach the CO2 reduction commitment set in the Kyoto protocol. According to the agreement, 
Denmark will reduce its CO2 emissions by 21% compared to the emission levels in 1990 
(Energinet 2005). 
 
As CO2 emissions get increasingly expensive, other energy sources becomes preferable to 
coal. Some of the thermal units have changed fuel from coal to natural gas, decreasing the 
CO2 emissions with about one third. The emission allowances also make wind power more 
economically competitive.   
 

 
Figure 3. Electricity production by each energy source. The renewables segment is dominated by wind.  

(Energinet.dk) 

 
Denmark has played a vital role in the development of the modern wind turbine. In the 
beginning of the 20th century Poul La Cour (a Dane) constructed more than 100 large (20-
35kW) electricity generating turbines (Manwell et al 2002), with gradually more sophisticated 
technical solutions. Several Danes followed his tracks and today one of the biggest wind 
turbine producers, Vestas, is located in Denmark. With this background in the development of 
wind power technology the expansion of wind power has been a natural reaction as energy 
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policies started promoting renewables. The fuel shift in the power sector the past years can be 
seen in Figure 3. 

3.1 Production capacity 

In Denmark, a majority of the electricity is produced in combined heat and power plants 
(CHP). These plants burn fuels to produce electricity and supply heat to the district heating 
systems. Most of the electricity is produced in large-scale CHP plants (see Figure 4), with 
electricity generation as primary objective, but there is a significant amount of electricity 
generated by the small CHP plants focusing on heat production. The second largest electricity 
producing technology in Denmark is wind power.  The wind power plants produced 16 % of 
the Danish electricity in 2004. During winter time the amount of electricity from wind power 
can reach much higher. In January 2005 the wind produced 32 % (1067 GWh) of the Danish 
electricity demand (Energinet.dk/news 16 march 2005).  
 

 
Figure 4. Electricity producers in Denmark 2004.  (Danish Energy Authority / Facts and Figures) 

 
A majority of the installed wind capacity is located in the Western part of Denmark. Here the 
wind penetration is about 24 % (Behnke 2005). 
 
Table 1. Installed capacity in Western Denmark (Ackermann 2004). Note: large CHP units are included in 

Central Power Plants. 

Type Installed Capacity Percentage Number of plants 

Central Power Plants 3516 MW 47,2 % 11 
CHP plants 1567 MW 21,0 % 560 
Wind Power Plants 2374 MW 31,8 % 4156 
Total  7457 MW 100 % 4727 
 
More than half of the power producing capacity in Western Denmark consists of small-scale 
CHP plants and wind power (see Table 1). This implies a great challenge for the balancing of 
the power system. The amount of produced wind power depends on the prevailing wind 
speed, while the amount of power produced by the small-scale CHP plants depends on the 

Electricity Producers Denmark 2004 

Large-scale CHP Units

Small-scale CHP Units

Wind Turbines
   Autoproducers 
(producers outside 
the electricity supply 
sector)  
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temperature. The majority of the plants in the system will thus produce electricity irrespective 
of the demand, risking periods of over production. When wind power production is at 
maximum while the demand subtracted with power produced by decentralized CHP 
(prioritized) plants is at its minimum, wind power can reach a share of 66% of generating 
capacity (Söder et al 2006). Only the conventional plants, responsible for 34% of the energy 
generating capacity, is then able to contribute in compensating a possible wind power drop 
off. 
 
Between 1990 and 2003 the power demand in Western Denmark increased with 10 %(Behnke 
2005). The installed capacity increased with 93 % (Behnke 2005) over the same time period. 
In 1994 the power system was quite well balanced, but subsidies and energy policies have led 
to a large expansion of power producing units (see Figure 5), with an increased net export as a 
consequence.  

 
Figure 5. Power production (height of staples) and demand (red line) in Western Denmark (Behnke 2005). 

Decentral units < 80MW, Central units >80MW Note: This is a comparison of installed capacity and 

average demand. There are times when wind power produces only a few percent of this capacity and 

demand is higher than the average. 

3.1.1 CHP Power Plants 

Combined Heat and Power plants are designed to produce heat and electricity in parallel. In 
order to maximize the use of the steam from the boiler it is first allowed to expand through a 
turbine generating electricity. The steam is then condensed to water by passing a heat 
exchanger with the return water in the district heating net as cooling medium. 

 
 
 

1. Boiler 
2. Steam turbine from which the exhaust 

steam is not condensed 
3. Steam turbine from which the exhaust 

steam is fully condensed 
4. Generator 
5. Warm water condenser 
6. Cold water condenser 
7. Condenser 
8. District heating system 

 
 Figure 6. Schematic CHP. 
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There are alternative routes. The steam can be fully condensed in turbine 3 (see Figure 9) if 
electricity is to be produced but not heat, just as it can skip the turbines and immediately be 
condensed by the district heating system and only produce heat. Producing electricity only is 
however much less efficient than the combined route producing both heat and power. For a 
certain relation between produced heat and power the total efficiency can reach the same level 
as if only heat was produced  -over 90%.  
 
In large CHP plants electricity production is generally in focus, and they are then constructed 
with the option to produce electricity exclusively. If little or no heat is needed but there is a 
large electricity demand it can be more cost effective to run the plant as a condense power 
plant. The total efficiency of the plant decreases, but the electrical efficiency increases, 
implying a larger profit if only electricity is asked for on the market.  
 
In small CHP plants the alternatives to produce electricity or heat only are often absent. Thus, 
if more heat is needed more steam is produced to increase the flow of exhaust steam from the 
turbine. This will of course result in an increased power production. If only the connected 
CHP plant can supply heat to the district heating system, the heat demand normally decides 
the level of production. Power production will follow accordingly, becoming a “use-it-or-
loose-it”-resource with low marginal costs.  
 
In 2005 decentralized (< 80MW) CHP plants in Denmark were exposed to the competition of 
the electricity market. Until then there had been an agreed guaranteed price at three levels 
(lower for production at night and during weekends, higher for production at high demand 
and highest for top load production at mid-weekdays), unrelated to the immediate spot price 
for electricity, for power produced by these plants. The reason for the market integration was 
an increased need for regulating power caused by the increased wind power grid penetration 
(Behnke 2005). Eltra, the TSO in Western Denmark at the time, was bothered by the fact that 
one single power plant produced more or less all regulating capacity on the net. A situation 
perceived both unsafe and uneconomical. 
 
By introducing the decentralized CHP plants to the market Eltra hoped for two benefits, 
firstly that the power production from the plants would better suit the demand and secondly to 
increase the number of actors on the regulating power market. Traditional district heating 
systems with large accumulation tanks have no problem storing excess heat, enabling the 
plant to be run somewhat independently of the heat demand (Behnke 2005). How flexibly the 
plants can follow the market price depend on the type of plant. In their study (Behnke 2005) 
Eltra subdivided the decentralized power plants into three groups of separate flexibility; 
process connected plants, solid fuel plants and natural gas plants. CHP plants connected to 
some process industry cannot adjust their power production to the spot price as the heat 
generating process is of primary interest. Solid fuel plants, combusting for example waste or 
biomass, have long activation times, and can therefore not be actors on the regulation market. 
Solid fuel plants can plan their production to maximize their gain on the spot price market 
though, fitting produced power better to demand. Plants running on natural gas can quickly be 
turned on and off, making them excellent regulating capacity. Part load is very inefficient, 
though, and also imply increased emissions. 
 
Each plant will adjust to the market according to their ability. Computer software has been 
developed to connect plants to the transmission system operator in order to ease the control of 
the plant. To be an actor on the regulating power market, at least 10MW of regulating 
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capacity has to be offered (small CHP plants can join up to a 10MW unit). In 2005 all CHP 
plants with a capacity larger than 10 MW had to take part in the electricity market. In July 
2005 the number of decentralised CHP plants on the market reached 57, corresponding to an 
installed capacity of 890 MW electricity (Behnke 2005).  
  

3.1.2 Wind power plants 

Most of the wind turbines in Denmark were installed before 2001 when wind turbines running 
strictly at synchronous speed dominated the market. These turbines have very little regulating 
ability. Wind turbines erected today are often constructed to move from synchronous speed 
with -30/+40% (Ackermann et al 2005). The old turbines are more difficult to regulate but are 
on the other hand more fault proof. In case of a voltage drop the absence of sensitive power 
electronics will assure that the turbines keep on running. In turbines installed today, with 
sensitive electronics, fault ride-through capability is requested by UCTE.   
 
Newer turbines are generally larger which improves the ability to store energy from the gusts 
as kinetic energy in the rotating motion. The Danish wind turbines achieve a power 
smoothing effect through geographical distribution instead (Ackermann et al 2005, see 2.3.1.2 
for further reading). Because of the domination of older turbines (see 2.2.3) there have been 
situations though when many turbines have reached the cut-off wind speed at the same time, 
causing a large decrease in power on the net.  
 
A large part of the planned expansion of wind power will take place at sea, where wind 
fluctuations normally are larger than on land. Measurements from the existing off shore wind 
farm (an early part of Horns Rev), with a capacity of 120 MW, show that the output power 
can change with as much as +/-50MW (+/-41,7 %) within 5 minutes (Behnke 2005). The 
maximum total need for regulating capacity in Western Denmark in 2003 was 1000 MW 
(Behnke 2005). 

3.2 Import and Export 

Western Denmark is connected to the Nordic power system through DC cables to Norway and 
Sweden. By AC cables to northern Germany, Western Denmark becomes a part of the 
European power system (see Table 2). 
 

Table 2 Transmission capacity across boarders Source: Energinet.dk 

Connection Total Capacity Type Number 

of Cables 

Sweden 630 MW 
(740 MW, 2006) 

DC 2 

Norway 1040 MW DC 2 
Germany 800 MW (import) 

1200-1300 MW (export) 
AC 4 

 
DC-connections simplify the control of exchanged capacity, while AC-connections enable 
joined actions against frequency fluctuations. 
 
The Nordic energy system is dominated by hydropower characterised by low running costs 
and good regulating abilities. Energy can be stored in dams and lakes between seasons, but 
the available power vary between years with high and low precipitation. The European 
system, on the other hand, mainly consists of thermal units. Price variations are large, 
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spanning from CHP to condense power base load and top load, and strongly dependent on the 
heat demand. The regulating abilities in thermal systems are limited, but energy can easily be 
stored (fuel storage) from year to year.  
 
The Danish power system with thermal units combined with wind turbines can, through its 
connections with Sweden and Norway, benefit from better regulating abilities. At the same 
time Sweden and Norway can use capacity generated in thermal plants in Denmark during dry 
years. 
 
The south of Sweden and the south of Norway are regions with large energy demand, offering 
good possibilities for allocation of surplus Danish wind energy. The transmission lines from 
the hydro power plants in the north have always had to have large capacity, so the 
prerequisites for export of regulating hydropower to Denmark are good.  
 

3.3 Reserves 

A power system is either dimensioned by the energy balance of the system or by the power 
balance. The energy balance is the ability to produce enough energy each year and is 
important if the system includes a significant amount of hydropower. Years with little 
precipitation might cause problems for the installed units to produce enough energy 
throughout that year. The energy balance is dimensioning the Swedish power system. A 
system with wind power as a significant element, such as that of Western Denmark, is instead 
dimensioned by the power balance. The power balance is the ability of the system to react to 
sudden increases and decreases in power demand, as experienced by thermal units in a system 
with high wind power grid penetration. For a system dimensioned by the power balance the 
amount of needed installed capacity corresponds to the capacity needed to meet demand and 
reserves at all times. 
 
If the demand for power exceeds the production (or the production exceeds the demand), 
energy will be collected from (added to) spinning parts of the system (such as turbines in 
running power plants) –the spinning reserve. The spinning parts are then slowed down (forced 
to run faster) which results in a decreasing (increasing) frequency. In order to stop the 
frequency drop (increase) the primary reserve is used. The primary reserve takes action 
automatically if the frequency deviation is more than +/- 200 mHz (Energinet 2005). This 
reserve needs to react very fast as a frequency drop can have serious consequences on the 
electric machines connected to the grid. The primary reserve is made up by plants already 
running, and with an ability to produce a few more (less) percent of power by increasing 
(decreasing) the part load towards (from) rated power. It could be both hydropower plants and 
thermal units (but normally not nuclear power plants) that adjust the production. This is an 
automatic reaction of the system and each part of the UCTE has a share of the responsibility 
to supply the system with an amount of primary reserve corresponding to their production of 
electricity. The total primary reserve of the UCTE zone encompassing Western Denmark is 
3000 MW (Energinet 2005).  
 
The primary reserve is mainly responsible for stopping the frequency drop, not to recover the 
frequency to its original level. To re-establish the frequency excessive power production is 
generally needed. This is achieved by the secondary reserve, which can be started within 15 
minutes. As the frequency reaches its original level the first reserve is phased out, and the 
increased need of power is produced entirely by the secondary reserve. The primary reserve is 
once again available to correspond to new imbalances of the power system. 
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The secondary reserve is made up by extra capacity from running plants that are slower to 
regulate as well as hydropower plants, pumped storage and gas turbines (Behnke 2005). 
Plants with a power producing capacity (or ability to drop production, if this is needed) 
accessible within 15 minutes can offer this power on the Nordic TSO’s regulation power 
market (NOIS). The TSO makes sure that there will be enough actors on the market to cover 
the unbalance by signing contracts with power plants until a minimum balance capacity is 
reached. These plants, making up the manual regulation reserve, are according to the contracts 
paid by the TSO obligated to offer a fixed capacity at the power regulation market at all times 
(Energinet 2005). The cheapest power offered at the market will be bought and used. 
Accordingly, power balancing the Danish wind power can origin from any country offering 
power at NOIS (Söder et al 2006).  
 
It should be mentioned that the localization of the secondary reserve activated in the case of a 
demise of a power-producing unit does have significance. A large distance between the unit 
and its substitute change the transmissions in the system (Hjalmarsson et al 2003). As the 
movements of the currents in the system changes bottlenecks can arise. 
 
Not only the frequency but also the voltage needs to be more or less constant in the system. 
The voltage control in Denmark is made up by three running plants and one plant ready to get 
started. It is assured that several plants are able to start up the power production in the case of 
a complete black out. The reserve requirements for Western Denmark are presented in Table 
3. 
 

Table 3 Reserve capacity in Western Denmark (Energinet 2005) 

Type Capacity Maximum 

activation time 

Price setting 

Primary 
reserve, 
required by 
UCTE 

+32,1 MW 
-32,1 MW 

0-30s Payment for capacity. 
Price according to 
agreement. 

Primary 
reserve, 
automatic 
regulation  

+140 MW 
-140 MW 

30 s start up time 
30 % (of reserve) 
increase per 
minute 

Payment for 
capacity/produced 
energy. Price according 
to agreement. 

Secondary 
reserve, 
manual 
regulation 

+630 MW 
-160 MW 

0-15 min Payment for capacity 
according to agreement. 
Price for produced 
energy according to 
regulation market. 

Running and 
ready to run 
power plants 

Three 
connected 
plants of 
150kV, one 
plant ready to 
run. 

 Payment according to 
agreement. 

Emergency 
plants 

Several 
plants 

15 min Payment according to 
agreement 
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Western Denmark adjusts imbalances automatically through import and export. The 
imbalances of the power system affect the AC transmissions to Germany. As German 
regulating power (thermal) generally is more expensive than regulating power from Sweden 
and Norway (hydro) the imbalance is compensated by import from the two latter. This way 
the Nordic system helps Western Denmark to keep its balance towards the European system 
(Hjalmarsson et al 2003). On the other hand, the largest regulating capacity in the Nordic 
countries is located in the south of Norway and as the connection between Sweden and 
Norway is limited, the Nordic system is sometimes regulated through the HVDC2 cable over 
Western Denmark (Norway –Western Denmark-Sweden) (Hjalmarsson et al 2003). 
 
The European power system tolerates frequencies between 47, 5 and 51, 0 Hz (Hjalmarsson et 
al 2003). If the frequency deviates to values in the range of 49,8-49,7Hz or 50,15-50,6Hz, 
emergency power from the Nordic system can be used to balance the power. Through the 
HVDC connections from Sweden and Norway up to 600MW of reserves can support the 
power system of Western Denmark (Hjalmarsson et al 2003). If the frequency takes values 
lower than 49,8Hz there is an automatic start of gas turbines (15MW and 25MW according to 
Energinet.dk 2005). In the case of a frequency drop below 48,7Hz, 15% of the demand is 
disconnected. Connections to Germany are switched off at frequencies less than 47,9Hz 
(Hjalmarsson et al 2003).    
 
Sometimes reserves are divided into the subgroups of slow reserves and fast reserves. Fast 
reserves correspond to the secondary reserve above, activated within 15 minutes. Slow 
reserves take the place of fast reserves if the imbalance is lasting. These reserves do not have 
an upper limit within which they need to react (Hjalmarsson et al 2003). In Denmark the TSO 
is required to hold slow reserves (Hjalmarsson et al 2003). This requirement imposes a 
responsibility of the TSO to assure that new capacity is installed assuring that the future 
power demand is covered. The Danish TSO has a contract with Elsam encompassing 350MW 
of slow reserve. This reserve can be fully activated in six hours (Hjalmarsson et al 2003). 
 
The TSO buys the required reserve capacity from the production units. The cost to meet the 
reserve requirements is passed on to the power consumers through the net tariff. 

                                                 
2 High Voltage Direct Current 
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4 A model including intermittent power generation 
Wind power variability will affect the balance of the grid every minute. In an hour, changes in 

wind power production the size of entire thermal plants can occur in systems comprising 

large wind farms. In order to describe a power system with a significant amount of wind 

power, it is thus needed to study the balance between demand and production much more 

frequently than on a yearly basis. 

4.1 Important aspects when modelling intermittency 

4.1.1 Consequences of intermittency on the power system 

Renewable energy sources are intermittent (with geothermal and bio fuels as possible 
exceptions depending on definition of time scale). The availability of the installed capacity is 
dependent on factors beyond human control, like climate and weather. However, power 
systems are used to handle intermittency issues. The amount of produced electricity has to 
correspond to the demand at all times, and the demand for electricity is inevitably 
intermittent. This has been solved by setting aside regulating capacity answering to the peak 
loads. As the demand for electricity is quite predictable the needs for peak load is easily 
calculated. The production side has been dominated by fossil fuel units, which are usually 
available when power is needed. Renewables, such as solar, wind and wave power, introduce 
intermittency on the production side. As these generating capacities normally have low 
marginal cost (no fuel costs, bio fuels excepted) they will generate power whenever this is 
possible. Fuel burning units are then added to the production to meet the remaining demand.  

4.1.2 Time scale 

The power demand normally depends on temperature and time of the day. Electricity is often 
used to heat buildings in cold climates and for air conditioning in warm climates. Added to 
this, our habit of getting up at between six and eight a clock, going to work at around eight, 
getting home at five and so on, changes the demand significantly. The variations of the 
electricity demand therefore request a resolution of an hour to be well described. However, as 
long as the production side of the power system is composed exclusively by units generating 
electricity through combustion of fuels that can be stored, the variations of demand can 
always be met. By dimensioning the installed capacity for a cold winters mid-day (or sunny 
lunch hour in the summer, depending on climate), such a power system can thus be modelled 
with a much longer resolution, ultimately decided by capacity lifetime, fuel access or average 
demand variations. 
 
It might be suspected that the model time resolution would have to be better if the power 
plants use biomass as fuel, than in the case of fossil fuels, as the availability of the energy 
resource varies on a shorter notice. The reproduction of biomass is on a 1-12 year basis 
(straw-wood) rather than millions of years (coal, oil, gas). However, capacity life time and 
average demand variations normally requests a time resolution of a year, so the introduction 
of biomass will not affect the time scale of most power systems. 
 
What time resolution would be needed if hydropower were added to a power system 
otherwise exclusively composed by fuel combusting units? Hydropower has the advantage of 
a slow fluctuation time scale. The amount of available hydropower is variable between 
different years, as some years have higher precipitation than others. Over the year, however, 
hydropower can be stored and used when needed (run-off-river plants excluded), offering an 
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excellent regulating capacity. A power system with hydropower can thus be well described by 
a model with one-year resolution (Figure 7 includes run-off-river plants, which require higher 
resolution).  
 

 
Figure 7. Timescales of natural cycles of renewable energies (Gul and Stenzel 2005). 

 
Wind speeds, wave climate and cloudiness can change significantly within much shorter time 
frames. Wind power variability will affect the balance of the grid every minute. In an hour, 
changes in wind power production the size of entire thermal plants can occur in systems 
comprising large wind farms (see Chapter 2.2.3). In order to describe a power system with a 
significant amount of wind, wave or solar power responsible for the electricity production, the 
balance between demand and production has to be studied much more frequently than on a 
yearly basis.  
 
The predictability of a power system comprising wind farms is much lower than a power 
system with thermal units exclusively, as the wind power introduces the uncertainty of the 
wind speed. The demand fluctuations mainly depend on more predictable variables like time 
of the day. More reserve capacity will thus be needed in a system with wind power to satisfy 
demand when forecasts fail. A power system is normally dimensioned to be able to meet 
demand despite a loss of the single largest unit in the system. Renewable units, such as wind 
turbines, are often small compared to fossil fuel units. And even variations from large wind 
farms will be less than the imbalance on the grid invoked by a tripping thermal unit on a short 
time scale (<15min). Thus, an increase of renewables normally does not affect this primary 
reserve. The primary reserve is replaced by a secondary reserve if the imbalance is lasting. 
Primary reserve capacity needs to be freed to meet new imbalances. The secondary reserve 
takes over after about 15 min of imbalance. Due to the unpredictability of the renewable units, 
lasting imbalances become more commonly occurring. Also, the added variations from wind 
farms can reach significant levels after 15 minutes and the need for secondary reserves 
increases with increasing intermittent power penetration.  
 
In order to model the need of reserve capacity in a power system with a significant amount of 
wind power, a time resolution of 15 minutes is thus required. As several such studies already 
have been performed (see for example the SIVAEL designed by Energinet.dk and DTU), and 
the demand for reserves determined, this study will assume that the system reserve 
requirements are sufficient.  The focus of this study is instead on the response of the 
traditional power plants to the wind power variations. Traditional power plants need at least 
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an hour for start up (See Table 5), so for this study, the power system will be described with a 
one-hour resolution. 
 

4.1.3 Flexibility of traditional power plants 

As described in chapter 2, changes in wind farm power output can reach the size of traditional 
power plants in about an hour. How well such changes can be answered by the other units 
depend on their ability to change their power output. This is decided by the power gradient of 
the plant, but also the maximum and minimum power production limits. Possible added costs 
due to losses in efficiency need to be considered in a model handling intermittent power. If 
the gathered change in capacity of the running plants can’t compensate for the increased 
production need, additional units have to be started. The time it takes to start a plant thus 
becomes relevant when modelling power systems with significant intermittence, as well as the 
cost for doing so. 
   

4.1.4 Import and Export  

The fastest ways to compensate for variations in production need are to import and export 
power. As wind speeds are regional, over production in one country could often be 
compensated with under production in another country. In a model of a power system 
involving intermittent power the capacity of transmission lines to neighbouring power 
systems is thus of great importance. The availability of transmission line capacity depends on 
the power production and demand in the systems at the time. Costs to use the transmission 
lines to balance power production and demand (indicated by the market spot price in the 
neighbouring country) should also be considered. 

4.2 A model of the power system of Western Denmark 

The object of the model is to visualize how the variations of wind power influence the power 
system. In the model, knowledge of the power system presented in chapter 3 is condensed to 
its most relevant parts while making sure that aspects that might influence the ability of the 
power system to handle variations on a one-hour time scale, discussed above, are described as 
detailed as allowed in a linear formulation. The power system considered here is characterized 
by an extensive amount of heat production connected to the electricity production. Particular 
efforts have therefore been made to simplify the interactions between the power market and 
the heat markets without loosing relevant information. The model formulation focuses on 
describing power system features that becomes relevant on a one-hour time scale.  
 
The model is run with the object of minimizing the total production cost over the simulated 
time period, while the production must satisfy demand and conditions regarding the physical 
abilities of the units and reserve capacity criterions.  
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Figure 8. Overview of the modelling approach. Input data in turquoise rectangles, model calculations in 

blue spheres, model optimization in large green square and output in pink circles. 

 
Data of the electricity demand, the wind power production, the power production of the 
decentralized CHP plants, import prices in neighbouring countries and the temperature have 
been collected for the same period of time. The demand for electricity should be satisfied at 
all times. On a free market, the producers offering to answer the demand to the lowest price 
will be chosen for production.  Wind power does not consume any fuel and has therefore low 
running costs, so electricity from wind will be produced regardless of the demand and the spot 
price. As small CHP power plants still have heat generation as main objective, and 
corresponding electricity will be generated regardless of the spot price, this electricity is also 
treated on a “use it or loose it”-basis. This fact is modelled by subtracting the electricity 
produced by small CHP and wind power plants from the demand. The remaining demand, the 
production need, should then be satisfied in the cheapest way, either by domestic power 
production in centralized power units or through import over transmission cables to 
neighbouring countries. The influence of wind power on the power system is measured in 
production costs, CO2 emissions and utilization of centralized power plants and transmission 
capacity. The basic principle of the model is illustrated in Figure 8.  
 
Below follows a short description of the special features of the model; the simplified 
integration of the heat market and methods used to consider start-up times and minimum 
power production. In the equations below the following nomenclature has been adopted: 
P  electrical power production (subscripts low/up indicate lower and upper limit) 

C  cost 

T  temperature 

g  power generation 

η efficency 

α electrical power to heat ratio 

i power generating units 

t time (here hour) 

Temperature 

Power plant 
 properties 

Wind power 

Decentralized 
power 

Demand 

Import price 

Production cost 

Production need 

Heat production Satisfy production 
need 

 while minimizing 
cost 
 

Running cost 
Start cost 

  

Aver-
age 
cost 

CO2 Utiliz-
ation 
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P(i) thus indicates the electrical power production of the power generating unit i. Capital 
letters indicate parameters (set before the optimization), while low-case letters have been used 
for variables (set by the optimization). The row numbers refer to the lines in the model where 
the equations are located. The complete model and explanatory text can be found in appendix 
X.  
 
The total running cost in CHP plants is seldom allocated to the electricity production. By 
being able to produce heat as well as electricity the generation cost is generally allocated to 
the heat production. The cost of electricity generation in CHP plants is derived according to 
the equation below: 
 
Electricity generation cost = Total cost of the plant – Market value of the heat delivered by the plant   
 
This is also the method recommended by the International Energy Agency and the Nuclear 
Energy Agency in the book “Projected costs of generating electricity, 2005 update”. 
The explanation to this allocation is that there are, at the most, a few actors on heat market 
(often one producer has monopoly on the district heating system) while the competition on the 
electricity market is at least nation wide. The heat consumers thus pay for the heat, while the 
electricity is sold to highest offer.  
 
The income from a possible heat production in the large CHP plants is found by relating the 
heat demand to the outdoor temperature at the time. It is assumed that the rated power of the 
CHP plants corresponds to a temperature of -15 degrees Celsius (see 4.3) and that the indoor 
temperature is controlled to be 20 degrees Celsius. Allowing each degree to correspond to a 
demand of an equal amount of energy (see Figure 9), the heat demand at each temperature can 
be found. This demand is assured to be smaller than the maximum heat production for the 
plant.  
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Figure 9 Heat demand of a district heating system depending on temperature Source: Werner 1993 

 

 

The power (MW) needed to heat the district heating system connected to the plant one degree is given by:  
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where Prated is the rated electrical power and αav is the average alfa value. The ratio Prated / αav 

approximates the rated heat production. Thome is the desired indoor temperature and Tdim is the prevailing 

outdoor temperature when the power plant runs at rated power to satisfy the heat demand.  
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The heat demand of the district heating system in MW at each time is given by: 

( )oute tTTigradtidemandheat )(*)(),(_ hom −=    row 150 

where Tout is the outdoor temperature at the time.  

 

The cost to generate electricity is described in three parts; operation and maintenance costs (O 
& M, in equations CO&M), fuel costs (Cfuel) and emission allowances (Cemission_allowance). O & M 
costs include spare parts and reparation costs and other things that will be needed more if the 
plant is used more. These costs do not include any fuel. Instead the fuel costs are added 
separately. Low efficiency implies that more fuel is needed. The efficiency within a 
generation mode is assumed to be constant as variations are small. A decrease of about 1,5 % 
(Danish Energy Authority 2005) is expected if the load is lowered to half the rated load, 
though it depends somewhat on the type of technology. There is a decrease in efficiency, 
however, if the plant is run in CHP mode (ηchp) instead of condense mode (ηopt). A low 
efficiency also results in high CO2 emissions (Emissionchp corresponds to the emissions at 
optimum efficiency allocated to the electricity production according to appendix V). To be 
allowed to emit CO2, emission allowances are needed. The price of the emission allowances is 
assumed to be 17 Euro/ton (intermediate value in 2005, pointcarbon.com) in Scenario 1 and 
21 Euro/ton (the second half of 2005, pointcarbon.com) in Scenario 2. Imported electricity is 
bought on the spot market. 
 
The large CHP plants sell produced electricity on the Nord pool market. If the electricity 
demand is high but the heat demand is low the plant can choose to run as a condense power 
plant and increase its electrical efficiency and maximum power. During the summer the plants 
generally run as condense power plants. The choice of generation mode is decided by 
economical factors. If the generation cost per MWh when running as a condense power plant 
is so much lower than the generation when running as a CHP plant that it compensates for the 
gain of sold heat in the latter case, condense mode is chosen.  
 

The cost to generate electricity as a condense power plant (Euro/MWh) is given by: 
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The cost to generate electricity as a CHP power plant (Euro/MWh) is given by: 
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The difference between the generation costs is compared with the gain from heat production.  If the 

difference in running costs are larger than the heat gain per produced electrical unit, that is if:  
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then the power plant will run in condense mode, otherwise CHP mode will be chosen.  From the result of 

the comparison the generation cost per MWh and the upper capacity limit is decided. 

 
The heat produced in the plant is used in the district heating system of the town located in the 
surroundings of the plant. There are other units connected to these systems that could be used 
for the same purpose. The value of the heat production is chosen to be the cost to produce 
heat in the other units connected to the same district heating system. Depending on the heat 
demand, different units are used for heat production. This implies a specific heat cost for a 
certain plant at a certain time. As the generation cost is presented in Euro/MWh (to be 
multiplied later with the optimized power production) it is necessary to divide the gains from 
the heat production each hour with the corresponding amount of produced electricity to get a 
fair comparison. The produced electricity is not known at this stage. In order to decide the 
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generation cost before the optimization, and get a linear model, the gains from the heat 
production is divided by the rated power of the concerned power plant. The result is a slightly 
underestimated heat gain and implies that rated power has to be reached in order to get a full 
compensation for the heat production. At times when there is a low heat demand, power 
plants in reality would get full compensation for the heat production already at lower power 
levels. As a linear model fails to take this into account there might be an exaggerated power 
production at such times. The effect is negligible, however, as can be seen in appendix VII.      
 
Before a unit can be connected to the net it needs warming up, which costs fuels, CO2 
emissions and adds to the general wear and tear. As a unit is started a cost, start_cost, 
reflecting this is added to the total production costs of the power system. In order to decide 
when it is time to start a unit and when it is ready to generate electricity, MIP (mixed integer 
programming) modelling has been used. In MIP modelling at least one variable is restricted to 
an integer value. The basic idea to this model formulation is fetched from Peter V 
Schværketffer and Louis J Cherene and their study of the inclusion of “spinning reserves” in 
investment and simulation models for electricity generation in 1989. The equations are 
expressed as inequalities, making sense together with the main objective to minimize system 
running costs.  
 
This model formulation has two great advantages. It considers the cost to start a unit and it 
limits the minimum power generation without getting into non-linearities (as I did in every 
earlier attempt). A key variable in the model is the spin. This binary variable indicates 
whether a unit is ready to run/running (1) or turned off (0). In order to be ready to run/run the 
unit must have been turned on one start time ago. This is indicated by the variable on 
switching form zero to one. Each time the variable on takes the value of one a start cost is 
added. This cost is equal the price of the fuel needed to run the plant at minimum power 
during the time it takes to start the plant. That the plant would be running at a level 
corresponding to this power generation is of course an exaggeration, but at the same time the 
efficiency is lower and the wear and tear is higher, which assumes to more or less even things 
out. As the start up time is included in the start up cost, on only takes the value of one the 
single time the unit is started. 
 

)(cos_*),(),( itstarttiontiC start =     row 278 

 
With the help of several equations the value of spin is circled in. The unit can only be spinning if it was 

spinning the time step before or started start_time time units before.  This can be expressed as: 

))(_,()1,(),( itimestarttiontispintispin −+−≤    row 271 

If the unit was started start_time time units earlier the unit must be spinning. It holds that:  

))(,(),( istarttimetiontispin −≥     row 272 

A unit with a start up time can not be spinning the same time it is started. Thus following relation holds: 

1),(),( ≤+ tiontispin      row 273 

A unit with zero start time can run the same hour (imported power for example). It holds that: 
2),(),( ≤+ tiontispin      row 274 

 
If the unit is not spinning the generation is locked to be zero. If the unit is running however, 
the production is limited by production limits of the unit. In this way it is possible to have 
zero generation in a unit with minimum power levels of tens of mega watts. We have 
following relations: 
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With MIP modelling the reserves can be controlled too. The primary reserve is the sum of the 
capacity of the fast-regulated running units that is not in use. The second reserve is the sum of 
the capacity of the slowly regulated running units which is not in use and the available units 
that can be started with in an hour, imported capacity excluded. The reserves should be 
domestic, as the values used are set as the Danish reserve requirements. It holds that: 
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second_reserve in the equation above includes both the first and second reserve required, as 
units that can act as first reserve naturally can be used as second reserve as well. A subset of 
the time, tt, must be used here to give the units a chance to start before this requirement sets 
in. tt thus spans from the 5th hour of the first day till the end of the simulated time period. 
 

4.3 Data 

4.3.1 Combined Heat and Power plants 

The eleven largest power-producing units are treated separately with respect to their specific 
properties. In a system with large amounts of wind power the flexibility of these units is of 
particular importance. The features of the plants are presented in Table 4. The smaller power 
plants (smaller than 80MW) are joined together as one large unit, also referred to as 
decentralized power. 
 
All but two centralized plants in Denmark produce heat as well as electricity. If the plants 
work as condense plants the electric efficiency can be increased slightly (opt_efficiency) and 
the maximum electric power raised (max_power). The numbers presented below consider the 
electric power production. 
 
The efficiency of the plants when only producing electricity (opt_efficiency) was given by 
Elsamkraft for Esbjergsværket, Studstrupværket and Skærbækværket. The other efficiencies 
are assumed based on fuel type. The average alfa values of the power plants producing both 
heat and electricity were calculated by subdividing yearly electricity production with yearly 
heat production (Elsamkraft 2005). These calculations assume that the time the power plants 
are run as condense power plants is negligible. A large average alfa value (larger than 1,5) 
indicates a focus on electricity generation and a CHP electrical efficiency close to the 
optimum efficiency is assumed. A smaller average alfa value (less than 1,5) indicates that the 
plant is run more like a traditional CHP plant with an electrical efficiency around 0,35. The 
CHP efficiency for Herningsværket was given by Elsamkraft. Nordjyllandsværket_B2 and 
Skerbeværket_B1 are normally not in use, which is why they have been excluded from the 
heat production by putting their CHP efficiency to zero. These two units are treated as 
condense power plants. 
 
Often, either the rated power or the maximum power was given. The efficiency relations were 
then used to calculate the other capacity.  
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Table 4. CHP plants in Western Denmark. 

 rated_power 
[MW] 

max_power 
[MW] 

chp_efficiency opt_efficiency average 
alfa 

fuel 

 
Enstedværket_B3 626 

 
660 

 
0,43 

 
0,45 11 

Biomass + 
Natural gas 

Fynsværket_B3 207 266 0,35 0,45 0,79 Natural gas 

Fynsværket_B7 291 374 0,35 0,45 0,79 Coal 

Nordjyllandsværket_B2 295 295 - 0,45 0 Coal 

Nordjyllandsværket_B3 372 411 0,41 0,45 5,5 Coal 

Skærbækværket _B1 100 100 - 0,45 0 Coal 

Skærbækværket _B3 358 392 0,43 0,47 1,6 Natural gas 

Studstrupværket_B3 260 350 0,35 0,42 1,0 Coal 

Studstrupværket_B4 260 350 0,35 0,42 1,0 Coal 

Esbjergværket_B3 335 377 0,40 0,45 2,4 Coal 

 
Herningeværket 66.8 

 
89 

 
0,30 

 
0,40 0,47 

Biomass + 
Natural gas 

 
 

smallCHP 

 
 

1510 

 
 

1510 

 
 

0,35 

 
 

0,35 0,54 

Natural gas + 
Biomass + 
Waste 

 
The majority, 82%, of the small CHP plants (<80MW) use natural gas as fuel for their power 
production (Behnke 2005). 18% of the plants use biomass or waste. 
    
The flexibility of the power plants has been decided considering the fuel used in the 
combustion process. Implementing the conclusions formulated by Eltra in the PUDDEL-
project (Behnke 2005) result in the assumptions presented in Table 5.  
 

Table 5. Flexibility of CHP plants in Western Denmark. 

 min_part_load gradient 
[%/min] start_time[h] 

Enstedværket_B3 0,2 4 4 
Fynsværket_B3 0,2 10 1 
Fynsværket_B7 0,2 4 4 

Nordjyllandsværket_B2 0,2 4 4 
Nordjyllandsværket_B3 0,2 4 4 

Skærbækværket _B1 0,2 4 4 

Skærbækværket _B3 0,2 10 1 
Studstrupværket_B3 0,2 4 4 
Studstrupværket_B4 0,2 4 4 
Esbjergværket_B3 0,2 4 4 
Herningsværket 0,2 8 2 
smallCHP 0,2-0,7 4-10 2 

 
In the PUDDEL report it is stated that solid fuel plants are slow starters but can be run at part 
load, whereas natural gas plants can be started fast but not be run at part load. According to 
this the large Danish plants can be divided into three categories; solid fuelled plants, natural 
gas plants and a combination. It is assumed that the plants involving solid fuels can go down 
to a part load of 20 % of full capacity. The capacity limit for natural gas fired plants was 
thought to be higher, but according to the email interview with Skærbækværket the limit for 
their natural gas fired unit was also about 20% (appendix I). The rate of power change 
depends on the part load (Energinet 2006). The value of the power gradient is here set to be 
fixed at highest lower limit stated by the TSOs. Accordingly, the power can be changed at a 
rate of 4% /min if only solid fuels are used. If there is a mix of fuels the change can be a little 
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faster. All plants can thus move between full load and minimum part load within one hour. 
Free capacity of power plants with gradients of 8% or larger can be used to satisfy the 
criterion of a primary reserve in the model when running. Free capacity of plants with 
gradients lower than 8% can be used as secondary reserves when running.  
 
The start time is ultimately decided by the down time of the power plant. A warm power plant 
can be quickly started (Energinet 2006) whereas a cold plant needs a slow start to avoid 
damage of materials.  To decrease complexity, only one start time is used in the model. This 
value has been chosen to correspond to a down time of approximately eight hours (Energinet 
2006). The start time also depend on type of fuel, being shortest for the natural gas fired 
plants, whereas the solid fuelled plants takes four hours to start. 
 
The power plants are assumed to be dimensioned for an outdoor temperature of -15°C. This 
assumption is based on the fact that the Rya CHP plant in Gothenburg is dimensioned for an 
outdoor temperature of -16°C (Göteborgs stad 2003). The assumption is thus a round off 
downwards, as Western Denmark is located slightly further south. 
 
The large CHP plants have the option to run as condense power plants to achieve a higher 
electrical efficiency and a higher maximum electrical production. The plants run in condense 
mode during the summer when no heat is needed, but it might turn out to be beneficial to run 
in condense mode during hours of low heat demand as well. In the nearby towns, where the 
heat is used in the district heating system, there are also other units generating heat. During 
2004/2005 these alternative units were used according to table Table 6.  
 

Table 6. District heating systems (Dansk Fjernvarme). 

Power plant Town Oil 
[GWh] 

Natural gas 
[GWh] 

Bio fuels 
[GWh] 

Other 
[GWh] 

Studstrupsværket Aarhus 5 0 52 0 

Fynsværket Odense 8 2 0 54 

Skærbækværket Frederica 2 5 0 0 

Herningsværket Herning 11 21 10 36 

Esbjergsværket Esbjerg 9 7 0 12 

Enstedsværket Abenraa 13 0 0 0 

Nordjyllandsværket Aalborg 1 42 0 30 

Production costs
3
 

[Euro/MWh] 
 38.1 22.2 16.8 0 

 
In the model, the cost to produce heat in these units is the alternative heat cost. The capacity 
of each alternative unit was calculated under the assumption of a utilization factor time of 
8000 hours for waste, 4000 hours for biomass, 2000 hours for natural gas and 1000 hours for 
oil in 2004/2005. This assumption is based on the priority order of the plants and the fact that 
waste needs to be combusted regularly in order to keep the plant hygienic. The label “others” 
is assumed to contain mostly waste fired units, as a significant amount of the decentralized 
CHP is fuelled with waste. The heat generating units are prioritized according to production 
cost. This cost has been calculated in the same manner as the electricity production cost (see 
4.2), but with an assumed efficiency of 90%. The gain from heat generation for the central 
CHP plants corresponds to the cost to produce the heat in these alternative units. For example, 
if running a waste fuelled plant can satisfy the complete heat demand, nothing is gained by 
replacing this heat production. The fuel prices and CO2 emissions from different fuels used in 
the model can be found in appendix IX. 
                                                 
3 With a price level for emission allowances of 17 Euro/MWh.  
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If the gain (Euro/MWh) to run the plant as a condense plant compared to running it as a chp 
plant is larger than the alternative cost to produce heat the power plant will be running in 
condense mode. As soon as the heat demand is large enough to allow the income from the 
heat production to compensate for the slightly worsen efficiency the plant will be running in 
CHP mode. 
 
Small CHP plants have started to sell electricity on the market during the last couple of years 
(Behnke 2005). They are assumed to be able to regulate their power production according to 
the market to achieve maximum profit. By using accumulator tanks to store heat the plants 
can be turned off when there is a low electricity demand. The majority of the plants still use 
the three-level-tariff, however (see appendix II). Energinet.dk presents the collected 
production of the decentralized CHP plants on their webpage. Data from 2005 with a one-
hour resolution has been used in the model.       

4.3.2 Wind power plants  

In the model, the wind power plants are considered as one large unit. If wind power is 
produced at a certain time the demand is decreased accordingly, giving priority to the 
electricity produced by wind power. This treatment is in accordance with TSO of Western 
Denmark (Energinet.dk). The total wind power capacity of Western Denmark is presented in 
Table 7 and Table 8. 
 

Table 7. Land based wind power in Western Denmark 2003 (Behnke 2005). 

Land based Wind Rated Power MW Number of units 

0-99 kW 20 395 

100-149 kW 9 74 

150-249 kW 203 1099 

250-499 kW 82 261 

500-899 kW 1246 1870 

900-1299 kW 294 309 

1300-1999 kW 206 143 

>2000 kW 95 44 

 2155 4195 

 
  

Table 8. Sea based wind power in Western Denmark 2003 (Behnke 2005). 

Sea based Wind Rated Power MW 

 160 

 

4.3.3 Production need and Electricity Demand 

The demand for electricity subtracted with electricity generated in wind power plants and 
decentralized power plants is in this work referred to as the production need. One-hour data of 
the wind power production, decentralized power production and electricity demand in 
Western Denmark was received from Energinet.dk and covers the year 2005. As can be seen 
in Figure 10 and Figure 11 below, the electricity demand (red) is cyclic, with higher demand 
in the middle of the day and lower demand at night. Weekends have lower electricity demand 
than weekdays. Theses cycles can be related to our habits of working daytime Monday to 
Friday at energy consuming industries and offices. The electricity demand is slightly less 
during summer than during winter in Denmark. This difference is probably a combination of 
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people leaving the offices to go on holiday in the summer and some electric heating in the 
winter.    
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Figure 10. Electricity demand (red) and produced wind power (blue) in Western Denmark in January.
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Figure 11. Electricity demand (red) and produced wind power (blue) in Western Denmark in July. 

 

The wind (blue) power production, on the other hand, does not follow any apparent patterns. 
As can be seen in Figure 10 it even exceeds the electricity demand occasionally. During 2005 
the electricity demand varies between 1500MW and 3600MW while the wind production 
reaches 2300MW at times (see Figure 12). 
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Figure 12. Electricity demand and wind power production in Western Denmark in 2005. 

 
Adding the decentralized units, the over production of electricity risks to become more 
severe. Owing to the three-level-tariff, with a higher price for the electricity during weekdays, 
the electricity production of the decentralized CHP plants follow the demand quite well (see 
Figure 13). The correlation coefficient of 0,794 confirms that this pattern is valid for the 
whole of 2005. This can be compared to the cross correlation coefficient between wind and 
demand, which is no more than 0, 19.4  
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Figure 13. Demand, (red),  wind power production (blue) and decentralized power production (green) one 

week in January 2005. 

  
                                                 
4 The cross correlation has been calculated in Matlab with the function CORRCOEF. Complete agreement in 
trends returns 1, no agreement returns zero. If E is the mean value and x(t) and y(t) are time dependent data 
series, the definition of the cross correlation is R(T)=E(y(t+T)x(t)) , where T is the time lag (zero above). It can 
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4.3.4 Temperature 

The temperature is based on measurements performed by Rungstedt weather station in 
Denmark. For each day during 2005 maximum and minimum temperatures were registered 
and presented. With these values as starting point an interpolation in Matlab gave one value 
for each hour of the day. The interpolation was made under the assumption that the maximum 
temperature would occur at noon and the minimum temperature at midnight. Between these 
known levels the temperature is assumed to change linearly. The function used in Matlab can 
be found in appendix III.   

4.3.5 Import and Export  

In the model an import of electricity is allowed within the frames of the transmission lines. 
The availabilities of the transmission lines were given, for each hour in 2005, by 
Energinet.dk. The price of the imported electricity is set to be the same as the price at that 
time in each country, as in the case of an open market. Electricity price levels in Sweden, 
Germany and Norway during 2005 were presented with a one-hour resolution by 
Energinet.dk. Imported electricity cannot be used as first reserve capacity as the static reserve 
levels are limits for Denmark. 
 
Electricity can also be exported when Danish power is cheaper than the power in the 
surrounding countries. In the model the Danes have monopoly on the trade between the 
countries. In reality Swedes, Norwegians and Danes buy cheapest available electricity at the 
Nord pool spot market. In addition Sweden has its own transmission lines to Germany and the 
European system. It would therefore be impossible in reality for Denmark to sell electricity to 
Germany for a higher price than Sweden unless all transmission capacity between Sweden 
and Germany is fully used. Accordingly it is assumed that the price for exported electricity 
equals the lowest price for importing electricity from the neighbouring countries.   

4.3.6 Emission allowances 

The Kyoto protocol entered into force in February 2005. In order to reach the goal of CO2 
emission reductions, an international carbon market has been established. Within the 
European Union the trade with emission allowances has replaced carbon dioxide taxes, 
proposing a fair competition between industries and power producers in the area. The 
European Union has granted each country a certain number of allowances, which have then 
been distributed nationally to industries, power and heat producers and others emitting carbon 
dioxide. However, the number of allowances did not correspond to the amount of carbon 
dioxide emitted, but rather to a part goal level of emission reduction. Each company has then 
four choices; it can buy the missing allowances on the market, it can lower it’s emissions to a 
level corresponding to the allowances, it can lower the emission level further and sell 
allowances on the market or it can forget about it an pay the fees.  
 
As each power plant emitting carbon dioxide has the option to sell emission allowance on the 
market if they aren’t used, the value of using the emission allowance is added to the running 
costs (Point Carbon 2006). The price of the emission allowances depends on several factors, 
such as fuel prices and seasonal precipitation.  
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Figure 14. Daily closing prices and trade volumes in EU ETS in 2005 (Point carbon / report 2006). 

 

The perceived value of avoided emissions of carbon dioxide depends on the price level of 
emission allowances and whether it is easy or not to sell these allowances to the market price. 
The price level of emission allowances will not play an important role when setting the 
production level if this is not the money you get by avoiding to emit carbon dioxide, for 
example because of high transaction costs. As market for emission allowances not is fully 
developed yet, it is very difficult to assess the perceived value of avoided carbon dioxide 
emissions. 
 
In the model a constant price for emission allowances of has been assumed. Two Scenarios 
have been investigated. In Scenario 1 a price level of 17 Euro/ton was used. This is 
approximately what you get for emission allowances today (Point carbon, September 2006), 
whereas it is higher than the market price in the beginning of 2005 and lower than the market 
price in the end of the year. In Scenario 2 an emission allowance price level of 21 Euro/ton 
has been used. This corresponds to the price level the second half of 2005. A variable price 
approximating the true market was also tried, see appendix IV for details. Using a variable 
price on emission allowances gave simulation results further away from reality, despite the 
apparent changes of the market price throughout the year (see Figure 14). An explanation to 
why the results move away from reality when variable emission allowance prices are used 
could be that the market is not yet fully developed.  
 
The amount of emitted CO2 from the CHP plants has been calculated with 
“alternativproduktionsmetoden” developed by the Finnish district-heating organisation. The 
method is presented in the appendix. 
 

4.4 Validation of the model 

In order to verify that the model produces reasonable results, the simulated trade over the 
transmission lines and produced central power was compared with true data for Western 
Denmark in 2005 from energinet.dk. In the model, the value of exported power is set to the 
lowest market spot price in the neighbouring countries (see Chapter 4.3.5). This assumption 
implies that export is not country specific and that only the sum can be compared with reality. 
As the model has perfect foresight (it knows the exact wind power production and demand for 
the whole year when optimizing the first production hour), a complete correlation is not to be 
expected. By knowing future wind power production and power demand, start up times can be 
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weight against running costs without involving forecasts. The difference between the 
simulated values of the trade over the transmission lines and the true values is therefore 
reflecting prediction errors in reality as well as possible inadequacies of the model.  
 
The correlation between the real values and the simulated values were calculated and 
compared in Matlab, both visually in graphs and by calculating the correlation coefficient 
with the function corrcoef . The correlation coefficient is a measure of how well the model 
follows the pattern of the true power production, but it does not reveal whether the power 
productions are of the same level. It is controlled graphically that the power production is of 
the same scale.  
 

4.4.1 Scenario 1 

In Table 9 the correlation between simulated values at a low emission allowance price level 
(17 Euro/ton CO2) and true values throughout the year are presented. 
 

Table 9. Correlation coefficients, Scenario 1. 

 Correlation 
Coefficient 

Import from Germany 0.49 

Import from Norway 0.29 

Import from Sweden 0.28 

Export from Western Denmark 0.52 

Generation in central plants 0.31 

 
For German import, the correlation between simulated values and true values are highest 
during the summer. At that time more electricity is imported and the values are set by the 
maximum capacity of the transmission lines. Even if the simulated values don’t follow the 
real values during other times of the year, the model is in accordance with reality when it 
comes to general trends. Periods of spares import in reality are simulated as such (see Figure 
15) while times of frequent import also have a frequent import in the model. In the model 
import from Germany is generally more frequent than in reality.   
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Figure 15. Imported power from Germany in February 2005, Scenario 1. 

  
The power import from Norway and Sweden is characterized by fast fluctuations between 
zero and maximum allowed transmission capacity at the time (see Figure 16). Both the true 
values and the simulated values follow this pattern throughout the year. The simulated values 
seem to fluctuate with a slightly higher frequency.  
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Figure 16. Imported power, true value (red) and simulated value (blue), from Norway in Apr-May 2005, 

Scenario 1. 

 
Studying the total exported power, short time patterns are visible. The simulated export 
reaches peaks and drops at the same time as the true values. However, the simulated export is 
generally larger than the true export (see Figure 17), except during the summer when the 
situation is the reverse.  
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Figure 17. Exported power from Western Denmark in March 2005, Scenario 1. 
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Figure 18. Power produced in central plants in Western Denmark in Feb-Mar 2005, Scenario 1. 

 
Simulated power generation in central plants follows the true values during the majority of the 
year (see for example Figure 18). However, during the summer months the simulated power 
production is slightly lower than the true values. This underestimated production explains the 
lower export presented by the model during the same time and is most probably caused by the 
trade assumptions. The price on exported power is set to equal the lowest import price, as for 
example Sweden can trade electricity with Germany directly, without passing Denmark (see 
Data / Import and Export). This assumption is correct as long as the capacity of the 
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connection Sweden-Germany is not blocked or fully used. In the summer the electricity prices 
in Germany are high and it is quite probable that all export capacity Sweden-Germany is used. 
Then it is possible for the Danes to sell electricity to Germany to a higher price than the 
market spot price of Sweden. Exporting electricity to Germany is thus profitable in reality, 
contrary to the model.  

 
 
During the end of March and in the end of the year the power production in the central plants 
is overestimated at times (see for example Figure 20). Using a higher perceived price on 
emitted carbon dioxide this over production is much reduced (see Figure 21). This was the 
reason for a study of Scenario 2 

4.4.2 Scenario 2 

In scenario 2, where the price on emission allowances has been set to 21 Euro/ton, central 
production follow reality well in March and October-November, where simulations in 
Scenario 1 failed. Overall, this simulation follows trends of reality more closely. This is 
reflected by rising correlation coefficients, as seen in Table 10.   
 

Table 10. Correlation coefficients Scenario 2. 

 Correlation 
Coefficient 

Import from Germany 0.47 

Import from Norway 0.43 

Import from Sweden 0.42 

Export from Western Denmark 0.52 

Generation in central plants 0.43 
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Figure 20. Central power production in Oct-Nov, 

Scenario 1EA 17 Euro/ton. 

Figure 19. Central power production, true (red) and 

simulated (blue),  in Oct-Nov, Scenario 2 EA 21 

Euro/ton.  
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Figure 21. Power production in central plants in Jan-Mar 2005, Scenario 2. 

 

The power production in Feb-Mar closely resembles the power production of Scenario 1 
during the same time period (see Figure 18). However, as shown in Figure 21, the simulated 
production tends to keep more constant levels, both than the simulated values in Scenario 1 
and the true values. A movement of running costs away from the marginal costs can probably 
explain this. However, as the time period is characterized by large fluctuations in import 
prices, this simulation will still follow the large trends.   
 
The majority of the year the simulated central power production follows the trends of the true 
values well, as registered by the high correlation coefficients.  Simulated power generation 
levels also follow the levels of the true values during the majority of the year. However, 
during the summer months the simulated power production is significantly lower than the true 
values. The trade assumptions explained above most probably causes this underestimated 
production. With a higher emission allowance price the effects of these assumptions become 
more severe, resulting in underestimations in production from mid May till the end of August, 
or 34 % of the time.  
 
Without aspiring to reconstruct reality, it is judged that the model is accurate enough for this 
study if results from simulations of both Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 are considered. 
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5 Results 
Very generalized it can be concluded that, as wind power reduce the occasions of constant 

production need and the duration of these occasions, units designed for base load production 

will face a decreasing utilization as the installed wind power capacity increases. Units 

designed for peak load production will, on the other hand, be used at least to the same extent 

as prior the wind power expansion. 

   

In this chapter the model simulations of the interactions between wind power and the large 
electricity generating units in the power system of Western Denmark are presented. The way 
the model chooses to run the power plants is decided by the objective of the model to 
minimize the production costs of the total power system. Because of the uncertainty of the 
perceived price on emission allowances (see Chapter 4.3.6) two scenarios have been 
simulated. In Scenario 1 an emission allowance price level of 17 Euro/ton was used. In 
Scenario 2 a price level of 21 Euro/ton has been used.  
 
In order to achieve a competitive power production in a system with an intermittent need for 
electricity there are certain aspects that requires particular attention. One such aspect is the 
start cost. With a low start cost the plant can be turned on and off without great economic 
disadvantages. Such plants can be run as peak plants, replacing wind power in the case of 
lower wind speeds. Three units in Western Denmark have particularly low starting costs (see 
Table 11). They are all natural gas fired (completely or in combination with other fuels) 
power plants, which allows a short starting time. Herningsværket has a particularly low 
starting cost explained by it being a small unit with a low minimum power to reach up to 
before grid connection. Also, the combination of fuels (natural gas and biomass) result in low 
green house gas emissions and less CO2 expenses.   

 

Table 11. Calculated start costs and running costs of central units in Scenario 1. 

 Start 
cost 
[Euro] 

Minimum 
Running cost 
[Euro/MWh] 

Maximum 
(condense) 
Running cost 
[Euro/MWh] 

Enstedværket_B3 13533 29,52 30,52 
Fynsværket_B3 1268 6,52 32,14 
Fynsværket_B7 6295 3,90 30,55 

Nordjyllandsværket_B2 6384 30,55 30,55 
Nordjyllandsværket_B3 8050 28,44 30,55 
Skærbæværket_B1 6875 87,44 87,44 
Skærbæværket_B3 2124 24,40 31,11 
Studstrupværket_B3 5806 10,42 31,41 
Studstrupværket_B4 5806 10,42 31,41 
Esbjergværket_B3 7252 22,86 30,55 
Herningsværket 844 0 33,11 

 
In Scenario 1 the maximum running costs for the power plants fired completely or partly with 
natural gas are slightly higher (above 31 Euro/MWh) than for the coal-fired units. The price 
of the emission allowances does not fully compensate for the lower price of the more 
emissive coal. It can also be seen that size influence the highest running costs, setting the 
maximum for the largest gas fired unit, Skærbæværket B3, and the smallest coal fired units, 
Studstrupsværken, equal.   
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Table 12. Calculated start costs and running costs of central units in Scenario 2. 

 Start 
cost 
[Euro] 

Minimum 
Running cost 
[Euro/MWh] 

Maximum 
(condense) 
Running cost 
[Euro/MWh] 

Enstedværket_B3 15189 32,91 33,83 
Fynsværket_B3 1331 7,64 33,66 
Fynsværket_B7 7114 7,60 34,07 

Nordjyllandsværket_B2 7215 34,07 34,07 
Nordjyllandsværket_B3 9098 32,21 34,07 
Skærbæværket_B1 7157 87,44 87,44 
Skærbæværket_B3 2233 18,25 32,63 
Studstrupværket_B3 6538 14,01 34,93 
Studstrupværket_B4 6538 14,01 34,93 
Esbjergværket_B3 8196 26,55 34,07 
Herningsværket 862 0 33,79 

 
In Scenario 2 the high emission allowance price favours gas-fired units slightly, resulting in 
lowest maximum level of running costs for the largest gas fired unit, Skærbæværket B3 (see 
Table 12). Overall highest running costs will be reached by the small coal fired units 
Studstrupsværken (the oil fired reserve power plant Skærbæværket_B1 excepted).  
 
All plants with a wide span of running costs have average alfa values (number of produced 
electricity units per number of produced heat units) lower than one at rated electric power. 
The minimum running costs are thus achieved in wintertime (reduced by the gain from the 
heat production), while maximum running costs occur in the summer.  
 
One, less visible, aspect influencing the dispatch order is the reserve criterion. Primary and 
secondary reserves have to be available at all times at as low cost as possible. A large part of 
the year the reserves can be supplied by the units that are cheapest to run at the time. 
Sometimes other choices have to be made, however, and the reserve criteria imply an 
additional cost to the system. 
 
 

5.1 Western Denmark without wind power vs. today’s situation 

If Western Denmark would face the same electricity demand as in 2005, and have the same 
power production in decentralized units5 but no wind power production, would the large 
thermal power plants be used in a different way? The following simulation study will try to 
answer this question.  
 
In the model, wind power production has been eliminated to simulate how the power system 
of Western Denmark would act if there were no wind power capacity installed. The results 
from the simulation have then been compared to the results from a simulation where 
measured values of wind power production have been included.  

                                                 
5 As few decentralized power plants were introduced to the power market in 2005 it is assumed that the 
elimination of the wind power production implied negligible changes on the decentralized power production. 
Demand is assumed to be inelastic. The need for second reserve capacity in the no wind scenario is set to 494 
MW in accordance with calculations presented in the high wind scenario. 
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5.1.1 Scenario 1  

One might assume that the wind power, being prioritised, forced a decreased use of the 
thermal units. To what extent the capacity of a power plant is used can be expressed by the 
utilization factor, the percentage of the time that the unit would run at rated power to produce 
an equivalent amount of energy. Comparing the utilization factor of the power generating 
units in the case of no wind power with today’s situation, the largest difference is the change 
in exported and imported power (see Table 13). The utilization factor of the export is 10% 
larger today than it would have been if no wind power were installed in Western Denmark. In 
total, the wind power is responsible for an export of about 2,45 TWh/year6. This corresponds 
to an export of 1060 MWh/year and MW installed wind power7. At the same time the import 
to Western Denmark is much reduced by the wind power production. Without wind power 
production, an additional 1,98 TWh would have been imported.   
 

Table 13. Utilization factors of the central power plants with and without wind power, Scenario 1. 

Power generating unit Today’s situation No wind power Utilization factor  
Change 

Relative 
Change 

Enstedværket_B3 0.39 0.45 +6 % +15 % 
Fynsværket_B3 0.44 0.44 0 0 
Fynsværket_B7 0.65 0.67 +2 % +3.1 % 
Nordjyllandsværket_B2 0.22 0.30 +8 % +36 % 
Nordjyllandsværket_B3 0.33 0.38 +5 % +15 % 
Skærbæværket_B1 0.00 0.00 - - 
Skærbæværket_B3 0.60 0.62 +2 % +3.3 % 
Studstrupværket_B3 0.48 0.52 +4 % +8.3 % 
Studstrupværket_B4 0.48 0.50 +2 % +4.2 % 
Esbjergværket_B3 0.53 0.53 0 0 
Herningsværket 0.52 0.53 +1 % +1.9 % 
imSWE 0.39 0.48 +9 % +23 % 
imNOR 0.40 0.54 +14 % +35 % 
imGER 0.10 0.13 +3 % +30 % 
export 0.45 0.33 -12 % -27 % 

 
The change in utilization factor of most thermal units is small in comparison. 
Nordjyllandsværket B2 experiences the largest relative drop in utilization factor. In a power 
system without wind it would have used its capacity 8 % more. Nordjyllandsværket B2 is a 
condense power plant, delivering relatively cheap power in the summer, but without a chance 
to compete with the CHP plants during the colder parts of the year. Almost the entire power 
production of this plant thus takes place in the summer, which is also when the power 
production experiences the largest effects of the wind power production. 
 
During cold weather the running costs of the CHP plants reach their lowest values, due to a 
large heat gain. With average import prices from Sweden and Norway just below 30 
Euro/MWh (German levels are much higher), it can be seen in Table 11 that the cost to 
produce one MWh in most CHP plants is significantly lower than to import power from any 
of the neighbouring countries. In wintertime the vast majority of the electricity production is 
thus domestic. Thanks to extensive export capacity, the power production in the central units 
attain the same high levels today as they would have done in a case of no wind power at times 

                                                 
6 The capacities of the transmission lines vary over the year. To get the total export it has to be summed hour by 
hour and not simply multiply utilization factor with rated power. The export with wind power subtracted with the 
export without wind power result in 9,18-6,73=2,45TWh.  These calculations have not been performed for the 
import, so the imported value has to be considered a rough estimate.  
7 (2,45*10^6/(2155+160))=1066 MW/ year and installed wind power capacity 
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of cold weather. Ultimately it is therefore the temperature, and not the wind power 
production, that decides the level of power production in the central units. The correlation of 
the power production and the temperature can be seen in the figures below (Figure 22, Figure 
23 and Figure 24). This situation explains the increase in exported power from Western 
Denmark as wind power is introduced to the power system. 
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Figure 22. Temperatures in Jan-March 2005. 
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Figure 23. Power produced in central plants in Jan-Mar 2005 (No Wind). 
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Power production in central plants in Jan-Mar 2005
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Figure 24. Power produced in central plants in Jan-Mar 2005. 

 
During summertime the situation is different. As seen in Table 11 the running costs of the 
central plants are normally higher than the cost to import power from Sweden and Norway 
(29 Euro/MWh in average during the summer). The majority of the time it is thus most 
economically advantageous to import as much as possible from Sweden and Norway. 
Simplified, the production of the domestic Danish power thus corresponds to the difference 
between domestic demand and the transmission capacity to Sweden plus Norway. Wind 
power, decentralized power and central power joined fill this gap. In times of a high wind 
power production, the central power production will thus be cut down to reach the most 
economically profitable power system. The wind power production during the summer also 
result in lower import levels, which would otherwise have been high at this time of the year. 
This can primarily be explained by the increased demand of available domestic reserve 
capacity with more wind power in the system. 
 
As can be seen in Table 13 it is increasingly difficult for large power plants to keep a high 
utilization factor as more wind power is installed. Enstedsværket is subject to the largest drop 
in absolute power production of the CHP plants. This is the single largest unit, with the 
highest minimum power production. Accordingly, the decrease in utilization factor can 
probably be explained by an increased difficulty of fitting in such a big block as the 
production need varies more (illustrated in Figure 25).  
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Figure 25. Fitting large units to the production need.  

 
In such situations the large unit either has to have very low running costs, to assure that it 
always is chosen to produce electricity and thus follow the base load, or have a low start up 
cost. However, it is extremely difficult for a large power plant to have low start up costs as it 
often needs some time to get started. A long start up time and a high minimum power 
production before connection to the net give Enstedsværket one of the highest start up costs of 
the power plants in Western Denmark. As the plant has an average alfa value of around 
eleven, the possibility to reduce the running costs of the electricity production through heat 
generation is limited. In wintertime Enstedsværket is thus only used at times when it is either 
very cold or the spot prices of the neighbouring countries high (see Figure 24). During the 
summer its running costs are amongst the lowest and Enstedsværket is assigned the base load 
production. The minimum production of Enstedsværket is 125 MW. As the wind power 
production increases, the time periods when power production in the central units of 125 MW 
or more is economical become rare and shorter. Because of the high start up costs it is thus 
increasingly difficult to find situations when Enstedsværket is competitive. These joined 
factors explain the large drop in utilization factor of Enstedsværket with increased wind 
power grid penetration.  
 
Nordjyllandsværket B3 is the second largest CHP power plant, and it also has the second 
highest average alfa value. With running costs around 30Euro/MWh all year around, the main 
power production of Nordjyllandsværket B3 takes place in the summer. The situation for 
Nordjyllandsværket B3 is thus very similar to that of Enstedsværket.  
 
With wind power as a part of the power system, the need of power production in thermal units 
is fluctuating more during the summer, as explained above. In order to follow these 
fluctuations, power plants might be forced to start and stop their production more frequently. 
There is a risk that these extra starts and stops, decreasing the efficient use of fuel, might 
negate the object of decreasing CO2 emissions. 
 
As can be seen in Table 14, all units are subject to just as frequent or more frequent start-ups 
today than they would be if there was no wind power production. The wind power grid 
penetration of 24% causes a total increase of start-ups with 23 %. It is the three power plants 
with lowest start up costs that share the vast majority of the burden of regulating the power 
production by starting and stopping. These three power plants, Fynsværket B3, 
Skærbækværket B3 and Herningsværket, are partly or completely gas fired. With a gaseous 

Production
need 
need 

time 
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fuel the start times can be kept low, which reduces the expenses to start the plant. 
Skærbæværket B3 is subject to the largest increase in start-ups, being the plant with highest 
minimum power production of the three. 
 
Table 14. Number of start-ups with and without wind power, Scenario 1. Partly and completely gas fired 

units bold.  

   
 
When it comes to the CO2 emissions, the wind power is responsible for a decrease from 9,68 
to 8,89 Mton CO2 over the year. This corresponds to a decrease of about 344 ton CO2/MW 
installed wind power capacity8. As discussed above, the import has decreased and the export 
increased at the same time. Thus, the Danes will not collect the whole benefit from the wind 
power installation. The wind power production that is not used to replace domestic power 
production based on fossil fuels, but instead replaces imported or exported power, will not 
help to reduce the domestic CO2 emission levels. However, even though this electricity would 
not lead Denmark towards its Kyoto undertakings it will decrease the emissions on an 
international basis. 
 
The cost to satisfy the production need (demand-wind-decentralized production) is clearly 
reduced by wind power. In Figure 26 it can be seen that during the majority of the time the 
average cost to fill the production need without wind power is higher than filling this need 
with today’s power system. During summer the difference is small as the wind power 
production does not replace domestic production with lowest running costs and a large 
amount of electricity is imported. In wintertime, when wind power production generally at a 
higher level and much electricity is produced domestically, the difference is more apparent. In 
a power system with wind power the production costs fluctuate more. Negative production 
costs occur when wind power production is high and the cost to generate electricity is lowered 
by income from heat production. Then the value of the exported power is greater than the cost 
to satisfy the domestic production need. The highest production costs occur when wind has 
dominated the power production and then needs to be replaced by thermal units. The peaks 
constitute of start up costs for the units and are more frequent in the summer when wind 
power replaces domestic power to a greater extent.    
 

                                                 
8 ((9,68-8,89)*10^6/(2155+160))=344 ton CO2/year and installed MW wind power capacity, where 2155MW 
wind power is installed onshore and 160MW wind power is installed offshore. 

Power producing unit Number of starts today Number of starts no wind 
Enstedværket_B3 17 12 
Fynsværket_B3 40 38 
Fynsværket_B7 2 1 
Nordjyllandsværket_B2 17 17 
Nordjyllandsværket_B3 19 17 
Skærbæværket_B1 2 1 
Skærbæværket_B3 45 30 
Studstrupværket_B3 8 8 
Studstrupværket_B4 10 6 
Esbjergværket_B3 15 13 
Herningsværket 25 20 

 200 163 
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Figure 26. Average cost to satisfy production need in Western Denmark 2005, Scenario 1. 

 
Over the year the average cost to satisfy the production need with today’s power system is 
12,73 Euro/MWh, whereas it would be 17,90 Euro/MWh in a power system without wind. 
Comparing the total production cost over the year, wind power saves 139 MEuro in 
production costs in central plants and imported power, corresponding to 60 000 Euro/year and 
installed MW wind power. The average running costs of the most expensive plants in use 
remains unchanged, indicating the electricity spot price, on the whole, is not influenced by 
wind power. 

5.1.2 Scenario 2 

Because of the significant influence of the transmission assumptions in summertime with a 
higher emission allowance price level (see Chapter 4.4.2), the utilization factors of the power 
plants will be lower in the simulations than in reality. Also, power plants with a significant 
part of the power production located to the summer will be unrealistically disadvantaged if 
compared to power plants mostly used in wintertime. However, as general trends in central 
production were better captured in a scenario with a high price on emission allowance it is 
interesting to study the relative changes of utilization factor of the different plants also in this 
case.  

Table 15. Utilization factors of the central power plants with and without wind power, Scenario 2. 

Power generating unit Today’s 
situation 

No wind 
power 

Utilization factor 
Change 

Relative 
Change 

Enstedværket_B3 0.16 0.22 +6 % +38 % 
Fynsværket_B3 0.50 0.57 +7 % +14 % 
Fynsværket_B7 0.48 0.50 +2 % +4.2 % 
Nordjyllandsværket_B2 0.04 0.06 +2 % +50 % 
Nordjyllandsværket_B3 0.08 0.09 +1 % +12.5 % 
Skærbæværket_B1 0.00 0.00 - - 
Skærbæværket_B3 0.60 0.69 +9 % +15 % 
Studstrupværket_B3 0.32 0.34 +2 % +6.3 % 
Studstrupværket_B4 0.34 0.33 -1 % -2.3 % 
Esbjergværket_B3 0.20 0.21 +1 % +5 % 
Herningsværket 0.55 0.56 +1 % +1.8 % 
imSWE 0.53 0.63 +10 % +19 % 
imNOR 0.57 0.73 +14 % +25 % 
imGER 0.12 0.16 +4 % +33 % 
export 0.29 0.18 -11 % -38 % 
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During the winter, running costs of most CHP plants are still below the market price levels of 
the neighbouring countries. Just as in the case with a lower price on emission allowances 
presented above, wind power will not affect power production in these units significantly in 
wintertime. However, the power plants with highest average alfa values, Enstedsværket and 
Nordjyllandsværket B3, have moved to join Nordjyllandsværket B2 on the margin. These 
plants would thus have had a higher power production level both in summer and winter if 
there had been no wind power in the power system. At the same time export levels are lower, 
both with and without wind power, than in Scenario 1due to this.  

In the summer, when domestic power production is on the margin and wind power 
immediately influences the production level of the central plants, power production is much 
underestimated because of the transmission assumptions. In the simulations, unlike reality, the 
power production required to keep the levels of the secondary reserve thus make up a 
significant part of the domestic power production. The reserve requirement is constant, and 
thus favours the power plant with lowest running costs rather than the most flexible unit. If 
the central production had attained the levels of reality, this requirement would have had 
much less influence on the dispatch order.  

In this scenario gas fired units would dominate the power production even if there were no 
wind power in the power system. As seen in Table 12, gas fired units have lower maximum 
running costs than coal fired units at this emission allowance price level and will thus be more 
favourable to run in summertime even if the production need is constant. With the 
introduction of wind power, the market share of central domestic production in the summer 
will decrease. The power plants with a large part of their power production allocated to the 
summer will thus be most affected, as in Scenario 1. Just as above, the power plants that gain 
the least on heat production, Nordjyllandsværket B2 and Enstedsværket, face the largest 
relative drop of power generation (see Table 15). However, in this scenario it is the gas fired 
units Skærbæværket B3 and Fynsværket B7 that would have been responsible for a majority 
of the power production in the case of no wind power, and thus have largest reduction of 
utilization factor because of the wind power production.  
 
As flexible, gas fired units would produce a larger part of the electricity in this scenario in the 
case of no wind power connected to the grid, start ups would be more common. The 
introduction of wind power thus has a smaller influence on the number of start-ups (see Table 
16).   
 
Table 16. Number of start-ups with and without wind power, Scenario 2. Partly and completely gas fired 

units bold. 

Power producing unit Number of starts today Number of starts no wind 
Enstedværket_B3 19 17 
Fynsværket_B3 67 49 
Fynsværket_B7 2 9 
Nordjyllandsværket_B2 16 9 
Nordjyllandsværket_B3 13 13 
Skærbæværket_B1 1 2 
Skærbæværket_B3 44 42 
Studstrupværket_B3 20 14 
Studstrupværket_B4 14 11 
Esbjergværket_B3 19 24 
Herningsværket 27 18 

 242 208 
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5.2 Western Denmark with 50% more wind power vs. today 

It is often discussed whether there is a limit beyond which an increased installation of wind 
power capacity would not lead to any benefits, but merely impose a stress on the power 
system. Below is a presentation of what effects an additional installation of 1157,5 MW9 wind 
power can be expected to impose. With the new installation the total wind power grid 
penetration of Western Denmark would reach a level of  34%10. The new installed capacity 
would also imply passing the theoretical safety limit that the total non-dispatchable power 
should be equal or less than minimum demand and total export capacity. According to this 
limit the power system of Western Denmark should not have more wind power than: 
 

Minimum demand + total export – maximum decentralized power production 

1266 + 2870 – 1343 = 2793
11
 

 

But then some decentralized power production is dispatchable since January 2005, and this 
part is meant to increase in the future (see Chapter 3.1.1). 
 
The study is subject to several assumptions. Most importantly, it is assumed that the wind 
power of Western Denmark has reached the saturation limit of geographical smoothing. No 
regard has been taken to the fact that most future installations are projected off shore. 
Furthermore it is assumed that the new wind turbines will essentially behave as the old ones, 
despite advancement of the turbine technology. The wind power production data used in this 
scenario is accordingly assumed to be the wind power production of 2005 multiplied with a 
scale factor of 1,5.  
 
If more wind power is added to the system there will also be a greater need of second reserve 
capacity. Holttinen (Holttinen 2004) has calculated the need of reserve capacity in the Danish 
system for wind power grid penetration levels of 5%, 10% and 20%. The trend is plotted in 
Figure 27.  
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Figure 27. The increase of reserve capacity to compensate for wind variations. 

                                                 
9  Half of today’s installed on-shore and off-shore capacity ((2155+160)/2)=1157,5MW 
10 Total produced wind power when it can be used domestically divided by the demand. 
11 From the data for Western Denmark from energinet.dk  
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Assuming that this trend can be extended to a situation of a 35% grid penetration the 
requirement of second reserve can be calculated with the linear trend in the graph above:  
 
The increased amount of second reserve for wind power today (24% WP penetration) would be: 
(0.24*24+0.1)/100*(2155+160) =136 MW 
The increased amount of second reserve needed in a 34 % wind power scenario would be: 
(0.24*34+0.1)/100*1.5*(2155+160) = 287 MW 

The total amount of second reserve capacity would thus be: 

630-136+287 = 781 MW 

  

5.2.1 Scenario 1    

If the installed wind power capacity in Western Denmark would increase with 50 %, not only 
the utilization factor of Enstedsværket but also the utilization factor of Skerbeværket_B3 and 
Esbjergsværket would fall relatively much (see Table 17). Both these units have, just as 
Enstedsværket, more competitive running costs in the summer than in the winter due to 
average alfa values significantly above one and quite high efficiencies as condense power 
plants. 

 

Table 17. Utilization factors of the central power plants with today’s level of wind power and 150 % of 

today’s installed capacity, Scenario 1. 

Power generating unit Today’s situation 1.5 wind power Utilization factor  
Change 

Relative 
Change 

Enstedværket_B3 0.39 0.34 -5 % -13 % 
Fynsværket_B3 0.44 0.44 0 0 
Fynsværket_B7 0.65 0.65 0 0 
Nordjyllandsværket_B2 0.22 0.21 -1 % -4.8 % 
Nordjyllandsværket_B3 0.33 0.33 0 0 
Skærbæværket_B1 0.00 0.00 - - 
Skærbæværket_B3 0.60 0.56 -4 % -6.6 % 
Studstrupværket_B3 0.48 0.47 -1 % -2.1 % 
Studstrupværket_B4 0.48 0.46 -2 % -4.2 % 
Esbjergværket_B3 0.53 0.50 -3 % -5.7 % 
Herningsværket 0.52 0.51 -1 % -1.9 % 
imSWE 0.39 0.35 -4 % -10 % 
imNOR 0.40 0.35 -5 % -12.5 % 
imGER 0.10 0.09 -1 % -10 % 
export 0.45 0.51 +6 % +13 % 

 
The reduction in utilization factor of Esbjergsværket is less than that of Enstedsværket as 
Esbjergsværket has a lower minimum production level and thus can be better fitted to the 
decreased production need. Also, in the case of a couple of hours low production need, it is a 
lot more economical to have Esbjergsværket on stand by than Enstedsværket (see Table 11). 
Skærbæværket B3 is a natural gas fired unit and so can be started in an hour’s time to a quite 
low cost. It can thus be economical to start despite a short duration of production need. The 
effect of this can be seen in the large number of start-ups of Skærbæværket B3. 
  
The increased wind power capacity is responsible for an increased export of 1,32 TWh/year, 
corresponding to 1140 MWh/year and MW installed wind power capacity. At the same time 
the import to Western Denmark decrease with 0,78TWh. 
 
If more wind power would be installed in the power system of Western Denmark the total 
number of start-ups would increase with 13,5 %. The reaction of the larger thermal plants to 
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the increased power production variations is to stay shut down during longer periods rather 
then to be shut down more frequently. The largest power plants, Enstedsværket and 
Nordjyllandsværket B3, need to be shut down more frequently than the others due to their 
high minimum power production (see Table 18). Instead it will be smaller coal fired units that 
get to maintain production, answering to the smaller base load demand. Both Fynsværket B7 
and Studstrupværken will experience less start-up if more wind power was installed. They are 
the three smallest coal fired units, combining a low minimum power with a low production 
cost.   The regulating responsibility is still on the three flexible plants with low start up costs, 
but now further shifted to Herningsværket and Fynsværket B3, as the utilization factor of the 
largest gas fired unit, Skærbæværket B3 is decreasing. 
 
Table 18. Number of start ups of the central power plants with today’s level of wind power and 150 % of 

today’s installed capacity, Scenario 1. Partly and completely gas fired units bold. 

 

 
With a wind power capacity of 150 % of today, the CO2 emissions for the year would end up 
in 8,44Mton, a decrease with 5,1 % from today’s level. This corresponds to a decrease in CO2 
emissions with about 381 ton CO2/MW installed wind power.   
 
Studying the average cost to satisfy the production need it can be seen in Figure 28 that the 
extra installed wind capacity manages a small decrease throughout the year. However, there 
are obviously times in the summer when the production costs would have been lower without 
the extra wind power. This is caused by the fact that wind power makes smaller coal fired 
units and gas fired units more competitive (see 5.4.1). These units generally have higher 
production costs than large coal fired power plants. The average production cost is 8,21 
Euro/MWh in this scenario, achieved by significant drops of cost in the case of large wind 
power production. The production cost over the year is reduced with 67,1 MEuro by the 
additional wind power compared with today’s level. This corresponds to a decrease in 
production costs of 57 900 Euro/ year and installed MW wind power. The marginal costs, 
however, remains unaffected by the wind power production. 
  

Power producing unit Number of starts today Number of starts 1.5 wind 
Enstedværket_B3 17 19 
Fynsværket_B3 40 44 
Fynsværket_B7 2 1 
Nordjyllandsværket_B2 17 26 
Nordjyllandsværket_B3 19 27 
Skærbæværket_B1 2 1 
Skærbæværket_B3 45 48 
Studstrupværket_B3 8 8 
Studstrupværket_B4 10 7 
Esbjergværket_B3 15 14 
Herningsværket 25 32 

 200 227 
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Figure 28. Average cost to satisfy production need in Western Denmark in 2005, Scenario 1. 

 
 

5.2.2 Scenario 2 

Just as in scenario 1 an additional installation of wind power capacity would mainly result in 
increased export (see Table 19). Wind power has already replaced domestic power production 
on the margin in wintertime (see Scenario 2) and power production in the summer is at the 
minimum level required to guarantee a sufficient secondary reserve. This requirement also 
explains the increased power production of Nordjyllandsværket B2. 
 

Table 19. Utilization factors of the central power plants with today’s level of wind power and 150 % of 

today’s installed capacity, Scenario 2. 

Power generating unit Today’s 
situation 

1.5 wind 
power 

Utilization factor 
Change 

Relative 
Change 

Enstedværket_B3 0.16 0.12 -4 % -25 % 
Fynsværket_B3 0.50 0.46 -4 % -8.0 % 
Fynsværket_B7 0.48 0.47 -1 % -2.1 % 
Nordjyllandsværket_B2 0.04 0.08 +4 % +100 % 
Nordjyllandsværket_B3 0.08 0.07 -1 % -13 % 
Skærbæværket_B1 0.00 0.00 - - 
Skærbæværket_B3 0.60 0.54 -6 % -10 % 
Studstrupværket_B3 0.32 0.32 0 0 
Studstrupværket_B4 0.34 0.32 -2 % -5.9 % 
Esbjergværket_B3 0.20 0.19 -1 % -5 % 
Herningsværket 0.55 0.53 -2 % -3.6 % 
imSWE 0.53 0.48 -5 % -9.4 % 
imNOR 0.57 0.51 -6 % -11 % 
imGER 0.12 0.11 -1 % -8.3 % 
export 0.29 0.35 +6 % +21 % 

 
The utilization factor of the export capacity is lower in this scenario as some domestic units 
were on the margin in wintertime, and were thus replaced by wind power at times, while the 
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production need in summertime is supplied by imported capacity to a large extent, and will 
thus be replaced by wind power at all times when this is possible.  
 
As the increased levels of wind power production will be adjusted with export in the winter 
and decreased import in the summer the need to start power plants will not change much from 
today’s situation, as seen in Table 20. 
  
Table 20. Number of start ups of the central power plants with today’s level of wind power and 150 % of 

today’s installed capacity, Scenario 2. Partly and completely gas fired units bold. 

 

5.3 Sensitivity Analysis 

5.3.1 Production responsibilities towards the heat market 

In the simulations presented above a free heat market has been assumed. Each CHP plant is a 
part of a district heating system with several competing actors, where the one with the lowest 
production costs gets to deliver the heat. In these simulations the CHP plants have no heat 
production responsibility, but will generate heat when this is most economical both from a 
heat and electricity market perspective.  
  
Dansk Fjernvarme also presents an average production cost for the heat in each system (see 
Table 21). As the heat generated by the alternative units in many systems is small compared 
to the heat produced by the central CHP plants, this production cost could be used as a proxy 
for the alternative cost of the heat from the CHP plants.  
 

Table 21. Heat production costs (Dansk Fjernvarme). 

Power plant Town Production costs 
[Euro/MWh] 

Studstrupværket Aarhus 40.21 
Fynsværket Odense 41.94 
Skærbækværket Frederica 34.04 
Herningsværket Herning 36.54 
Esbjergsværket Esbjerg 31.03 
Enstedsværket Abenraa 35.99 
Nordjyllandsværket Aalborg 32.03 

 
In this sensitivity analysis the additional units in the district heating system are considered to 
be peak load plants exclusively, i.e. they will only produce heat if the temperature drops 
below -15 degrees Celsius. The CHP plant would in such a case have a unit commitment 

Power producing unit Number of starts today Number of starts 1.5 wind 
Enstedværket_B3 19 19 
Fynsværket_B3 67 44 
Fynsværket_B7 2 1 
Nordjyllandsværket_B2 16 26 
Nordjyllandsværket_B3 13 27 
Skærbæværket_B1 1 1 
Skærbæværket_B3 44 48 
Studstrupværket_B3 20 8 
Studstrupværket_B4 14 7 
Esbjergværket_B3 19 14 
Herningsværket 27 32 

 242 227 
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towards the heating market. If there is a heat demand the plant has to run in CHP mode. This 
imposes two significant changes of the model.  
 
If there is a heat demand the unit has to be running at least at minimum level: 

min)0),(_(),(. Ptidemandheattilog =≠=     
The minimum power production is the power production corresponding to the heat demand, if this level is 

higher than the minimum power production level: 

),(_*)),(_*(),(. min tidemandheatPtidemandheattilog avav αα =>=  

The cost to generate electricity in the large chp units is set to be the cost to run in a chp mode minus the 

heat production gains if there is a heat demand: 

ratedchp Ptidemandheattitheattiztiz /),(_*),(cos_),(),( −=  

 
The implementation of these changes in GAMS can be found in appendix VI. As can be seen 
in Table 22, the central power production, the export and the import generated in the non-
market model follows the patterns of the true values just as well as the market simulations in 
Scenario 1 above. 
  

Table 22. Correlation coefficients if heat production responsibility is assumed. 

 Correlation 
coefficient 

Import from Germany 0.47 

Import from Norway 0.29 

Import from Sweden 0.33 

Export from Western Denmark 0.52 

Generation in central plants 0.31 

 
Studying the level of the central production graphically it can bee seen, however, that the 
power production level simulated in the non-market model is higher than in reality during 
times of high heat demand (see for example Figure 29) and significantly lower during times 
of low heat demand (see for example Figure 30).  
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Figure 29. Power produced in central plants in Feb-Mar in 2005, non-market Scenario. 

 
The over estimation of the production is explained by the fact that the lowest electricity 
generation allowed is the one corresponding to the prevailing heat demand. There is no upper 
limit of the electricity generation other than the rated power, however. So the under 
production cannot be explained by a fixed limit. Instead it is caused by the power plants with 
high average alfa values, gaining little on heat generation, that would have been more 
competitive if run at the higher efficiency the condense mode implies. When forced to run as 
CHP with a lower efficiency, the running costs are higher than the spot market prices in the 
neighbouring countries. Thus, the plant will instead generate at minimum production level 
corresponding to the heat demand. The production overestimation indicates that there are 
other units in the district heating system that produce heat in reality, or that some of the large 
units produce heat only at times. 
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Figure 30. Power produced in central plants in Western Denmark in Apr-May 2005, non-market scenario. 
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During times of very low or no heat demand, when condense power production is 
competitive, the trends follow earlier simulations. Just as the simulations with the market 
model, simulated values tend to be slightly underestimated in the summer and overestimated a 
couple of weeks in spring and in the end of the year.  It can thus be concluded that the 
temperature and the neighbouring market prices determine the pattern of the power 
production, whereas the alternative heat generation costs only influence the power production 
level. However, it can clearly be seen that the real situation is best modelled with a market 
model, without heat production responsibility.  

5.3.2 Deficiencies in data 

5.3.2.1 Fuel prices 

In wintertime central CHP units are clearly favoured, while the competition for power 
production is tough the rest of the year. In mid-summer all power plants in Western Denmark 
run in condense mode at a fix running cost, and it mainly depends on import prices and wind 
power production whether this running cost is competitive or not. Errors in fuel prices could 
cause misleading simulation results here. The relative difference in price between fuel types is 
judged to be accurate, whereas the price level of the fuels easily could deviate with ±1 
Euro/MWh from the data used in the model. Thus, this will not affect the dispatch order 
between the plants in Western Denmark. Instead it is the relation between domestic and 
imported power production that could change because of such an error. The market price of 
imported power is often in the same price range as the running costs of the power plants in 
condense mode, so the risk of errors is judged to be high. Verification with true data of 
imported power and total central production shows that the relation between imported and 
domestic power is in accordance with reality with some exceptions. The total effect of fuel 
price levels and emission allowance price levels is thus more or less correct.  
 
5.3.2.2 Temperature 

During late spring and early autumn, at outdoor temperatures between 15-20 degrees Celsius, 
the dispatch order of the central units and imported power is not clear. Small temperature 
variations influence the heat gain and change the competitiveness of the units. This is where 
small misjudgements in temperature risk to have large influence of the dispatch order. 
 
The temperature data for 2005 used in the model are extrapolations of daily max/min 
measurements at Rungsted high school (see Chapter 4.3.4). Rungsted is located close to 
Copenhagen, in the eastern part of Denmark. It is thus possible that the outdoor temperature 
in the areas of the concerned district heating systems in Western Denmark is slightly different 
than the temperature in Rungsted. The temperature typically varies a couple of degrees within 
Denmark (DMI). Calculations on a worst-case scenario where such an error in temperature 
affects the power plant with the highest average alfa value (0,47 for Esbjergsværket) running 
in CHP mode are presented below.   
 

The energy needed to heat the system one degree is given by:  

)15(20
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The heat demand caused by a two-degree error (the approximate temperature deviation over the area) is 

given by: 

2*)(*)(),(_ igradTigradtidemandheat =∆=    row 150 
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In the case where the alternative production is a heat station fuelled with oil with a running cost of 38.1 

Euro/MWh it holds that: 
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In the worst case an error in temperature could thus cause a misjudgement of 4,6 Euro/MWh. 
Such a large change in running costs would naturally affect the dispatch order. This error 
could however only occur for Esbjergsværket. The largest possible error for the other plants is 
smaller, due to higher average alfa values. The running costs of Enstedsværket, for example, 
could be misjudged with 0, 20 Euro / MWh at maximum. With differences in running costs of 
a few Euro/MWh between the plants a temperature error could cause changes in dispatch 
order. However, the temperature changes each year and as normal temperature variations in 
Denmark are small (no CHP plant has temperature advantages) the impact on the dispatch 
order by wind power is probably best judged in a scenario with equal temperature effecting 
the plants. Deviations from the true temperature might of course affect the total central power 
production, which might not follow the true central production to the same extent as if hourly 
temperatures measured at each plant had been used. But as these errors won’t affect all plants 
simultaneously, the total error will be limited. It is probable that the simplifications of the heat 
markets and the alternative heat values impose larger errors on the electricity production costs 
than errors in temperature. 
 
5.3.2.3 Alfa values 

From the above discussion it is understood that the average alfa value seriously influence the 
running costs during wintertime. When calculating the average alfa values, the yearly 
electricity production and the yearly heat production have been used, as the power relations 
couldn’t be found. For the power plants with a majority of the electricity generation during 
the winter this is a fairly good assumption. For the power plants with a significant amount of 
electricity generation taking place in the summer, however, this assumption can cause a 
significant exaggeration of the average alfa value. If heat production only takes place the four 
coldest months of the year but electricity is generated all year around the average alfa value 
calculated according to methods above will be 3 times the actual value. If the average alfa 
value is smaller in reality than the value used in the model, the heat gain will be severely 
underestimated and so the power production during the coldest hours. However, if the heat 
gain is large, the plant will produce heat as long as there is a heat demand and the average alfa 
value error is much smaller. Thus the trends (i.e. which plants that have a significant all year 
around electricity production and which plants that are used mostly during the season of heat 
demand) should be correct, even if the winter electricity production cost of the plants used a 
lot in the summer might be overestimated. 
 

 

5.4 Conclusions 

5.4.1 Large thermal power plants handling intermittency 

Central power plants with lower running costs than the market spot price will not be affected 
by an extended wind power capacity as long as there is sufficient transmission capacity. By 
producing heat in parallel with electricity, the CHP plants in Western Denmark manage to 
keep low running costs throughout the winter. If the total power production reaches beyond 
demand, excess power will be exported to neighbouring countries.  
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However, during the summer these power plants, running in condense mode, are less 
competitive. Only the best-suited plants will be used to fill the gap between wind power, 
imported power (if cheaper) and demand. As seen in Figure 31, there would be a constant 
production need (demand-prioritized power) of about 1000MW in Western Denmark during 
summer if there was no wind power in the power system. With wind power corresponding to 
150 % of today’s level this constant production need is completely eliminated, leaving hardly 
any possibilities for base load production.    
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Figure 31. The effect of wind power on the production need in Western Denmark, summer 2005. 

 
Studying this situation in the case of a low emission allowance price level it can be seen that 
increased intermittency in the power system clearly favours small and/or flexible power 
plants. Very generalized it can be concluded that, as wind power reduces the occasions of 
constant production need and the duration of these occasions, units designed for base load 
production will face a decreasing utilization as the installed wind power capacity increases. 
Units designed for peak load production will, on the other hand, be used at least to the same 
extent as prior the wind power expansion.  
 
Coal fired units are not very flexible. Because of the long start up time, start costs will always 
be high. Therefore these units have to be used for some time in order to motivate a start up. 
Coal fired plants are generally cheaper to run than natural gas fired units, so in the case of a 
constant load the coal-fired plants will be preferred. As more wind power is introduced to the 
power system the constant load to be satisfied by the central power plants decrease. This 
favours smaller units, such as Studstrupværket B3 and B4 (see Figure 32), which can reduce 
their power production to the minimum load level. Larger units have two options, either to 
shut down and take the high start up cost later on or to dump prices and deliver power despite 
a spot price lower than production costs. That explains why Enstedsværket and 
Nordjyllandsværket B3 often become uneconomical in a high wind scenario despite low 
running costs. 
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Figure 32. Utilization factors of the central power plants, Scenario 1. 

 
With a short start up time a low minimum power production is not necessary. A power plant 
that can be started quickly can be turned off without loosing the ability to answer to increased 
production needs later on. At the same time, plants with short start up times generally have 
relatively low start up costs as little fuel is wasted in a short warming up process. Power 
plants combusting gaseous fuels, like Fynsværket B3, Herningeværket and Skærbæværket B3, 
can generally be started quickly. The strategy of these plants as wind power is introduced to 
the power system will thus be to stop the production if the electricity is not competitive or the 
export capacity exceeded. As these occasions are more common with wind power connected 
to the grid the result is an increased number of start ups, as can be seen in  
Figure 33. 
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Figure 33. Number of start-ups for the central power plants, Scenario 1. 

Reality does not have perfect foresight like the model. It is never certain exactly for how long 
the wind power production will be high and the need of power production in central units low. 
This uncertainty impedes the optimization of the central power production. When deciding 
between shutting down the plant and keeping it running despite a spot price below production 
costs, the latter could thus be perceived to be the better option as long as there is an 
uncertainty in the duration of the low power production need. The number of start-ups 
simulated by the model might thus be higher than the number of start-ups that will occur in 
reality. However, the change in number of start-ups as the wind power penetration increases 
will most probably also be experienced by the real system.  
 
The reserve requirements serve as a small constant base load. As long as there is a need for 
running plants to have free capacity corresponding to the first and second reserve requirement 
all units cannot be shut down at the same time (no units in the system starts within 15 
minutes). It is therefore more important for the power plants to not be too large, rather than to 
have a low start up cost. If there was a unit in the power system with the ability to produce 
power corresponding to the level of the second reserve requirement from zero production 
within 15 minutes, flexible gas fired plants would be favoured to a higher extent. However, 
the most legible effect of the reserve criteria is a general decrease of the utilization factor, as a 
part of the installed power of the running plants has to be available for short term power 
balancing. Esbjergsværket is the only unit that is used more because of the reserve 
requirement. Being the third largest coal-fired plant, the second reserve criterion gives 
Esbjergsværket a reason to keep up its production.    
 
Natural gas fired plants are quite expensive to run compared to coal fired equivalents in the 
case of a low emission allowance price level. In Scenario 1 wind power thus alters the 
dispatch order of the power plants. In Scenario 2 however, gas fired units have lowest running 
costs due to a high level of the emission allowance price. It will then be the utilization factor 
of the gas-fired units that decrease the most as wind power capacity increases, despite their 
flexibility. In this scenario the introduction of wind power would thus not alter the dispatch 
order of power plants because of fuel type. But also here, small power plants become more 
competitive in a power system comprising wind power.  
 

5.4.2 Increased wind power capacity in Western Denmark 

There have been many speculations concerning whether the Danish power system is able to 
accommodate more wind power. The results from the simulations in Scenario 1 shows no 
signs of wind power having reached its limits in Western Denmark. The power system seems 
to be able to accommodate another 1160MW installed wind power capacity without 
difficulty.  
 
About half of the wind power production from the additional wind power would be used to 
replace import and central units (1370GWh) and about half would be exported (1320GWh). 
In total, the additional wind power production corresponds to a utilization factor of 26,5 %12 
of the installed capacity. Comparing these results to the case when wind power capacity of 
today’s level is added to a system without wind, the utilization factor is the same (due to the 
assumptions used when up scaling the wind power production). The part of the wind power 
used to replace import and central power production is larger though. About 55 % of the wind 

                                                 
12 ((1320+1370)*1000 /(1160*8760))=0,265 
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power production would be used for this purpose when installing capacity up to today’s level, 
compared to 49% in the extra wind capacity case.  
 
If the installed wind power capacity would be increased with 50 % the CO2 reduction per year 
and unit installed capacity would increase slightly. That the CO2 decrease is larger per 
installed MW despite the fact that the reduction of production need is smaller depends on the 
fact that more central power production, and less imported power, is replaced (see Figure 34). 
According to the results above the extra wind power capacity would achieve a reduction of 
emitted CO2 from the central power plants with 5,2 %.  
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Figure 34. The use of wind power. 

 
Power export from Western Denmark would increase if additional wind power was installed. 
Another 50 % installed capacity would imply 7,5 % more exported power per year and unit 
installed capacity. The total amount of exported power from Western Denmark to Sweden, 
Norway and Germany would then be around 3,77 TWh compared to simulations of today’s 
situation with an export level of 2,45 TWh. 
 
The reduced production need implies a lower cost to satisfy this need by import and central 
production. This reduction naturally decreases as less wind power is used to replace import 
and central production. At the same time the production marginal costs remain unchanged. 
This can be explained by the fact that it is mainly power plants designed for base load 
production that decrease in utilization as the amount of wind power increase, and that these 
units generally have low running costs. The marginal power production cost is generally set 
by some peak load unit, and as seen above these are used approximately to the same extent in 
a power system with wind power as one without. 
  
Because of the underestimated central power production during the summer, results from 
simulations of Scenario 2 have not been used to quantify the benefits from the installation of 
increased wind capacity. However, as wind power replaces gas-fired units to a larger extent in 
this scenario, CO2 reduction benefits from wind power would be smaller in the case of a 
higher level of the emission allowance price. The fact that wind power replaces some coal 
fired power production in the winter negates this reduction somewhat. 
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5.4.3 Additional observations 

At a wind power grid penetration of 35 % wind power is just on the verge of causing 
significant impact on the central power production in wintertime. In Figure 35 central power 
production in the case of a 24 % wind power grid penetration (today’s level) is compared to 
the production need and the total export capacity with a 35 % wind power grid penetration. 
Today, wind power production has a marginal effect on central production during winter as 
running costs are low and there is plenty of export capacity available the majority of the time. 
If an additional 50 % wind power capacity were installed, central production would have to be 
reduced at times (when the red curve crosses the blue in Figure 35) to avoid exceeding the 
sum of production need and the total export capacity. Wind power will thus start to limit 
central power production also during winter. A continuous increase of wind power installation 
would thus have severe effects on plant utilization factors.  
 
As heat is being produced in parallel with electricity in a vast majority of the plants running in 
winter time, a replacement of central power production with wind power on the electricity 
side would imply a shift of heat production to heat stations. If these heat stations were fuelled 
with biomass, the increased wind power capacity would reduce CO2 emissions further. 
However, if the heat stations combust natural gas or coal, an increased installation of wind 
power capacity will have a reduced effect on emissions. 
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Figure 35. Power production of central plants (red) at today’s wind power level compared to production 

need and export capacity (blue) in Jan-Feb at 150 % wind power capacity. 
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6 Discussion 
There are basically two different view points on how the variations in wind power production 

should be handled; either the wind farms should be developed to act like traditional power 

plants or traditional power plants should be developed to answer the wind power fluctuations. 

6.1 Usability of the model 

According to the verification of the simulation of today’s power system, the model gives a 
good description of the system as long as there are no bottlenecks limiting the trade over 
transmission lines between neighbouring countries, preventing the simulated system to act as 
a free market. Centralized power producing units adjust their electricity generation level to the 
amount of prioritized power produced each hour, and properties like minimum power 
production and start up costs are considered when the dispatch order is determined.  
 
The model simulations do not describe the actual way the power system handles wind power. 
In reality, production plans are set from forecasts one day in advance, implying that the actual 
contribution of wind power is uncertain as the power production plans are set. The model 
instead shows the potential of the power system to handle the wind power variations. By 
keeping a reserve capacity available it is assured that the system also would be able to handle 
short-term deviations of wind power not comprised by the production plan. 
 
The model can handle all types of thermal power plants, as long as the basic properties of the 
units are available as input data. Minimum power production and start up time is of particular 
interest when modelling thermal units on a one-hour basis. Complementing the description of 
the thermal units with the hourly wind power production and export/import capacity, the 
model could well be used for modelling other power systems than the Danish. In order to 
model CHP plants properly additional units in the district heating systems have to be 
considered. Simplifications of the heat market can have some impact the model output, as 
seen in the sensitivity analysis. 
 
In order to simulate power systems comprising hydropower or pumped storage, additional 
relations handling available power of these units need to be added. If electricity from PV13-
systems is significant in the power system a model with minute time scale might have to be 
considered. 
 
Model boundaries turned out to be of high consequence when simulating the Danish power 
system. Transmission lines over Western Denmark are important links between the Nordic 
and the continental power systems. They are not the only links, though. Electricity can be 
traded immediately between Sweden and Germany, but if the capacity of this line is fully used 
or blocked power can also be traded from Sweden over Denmark to Germany.  It is this by 
pass function of the transmission lines in Western Denmark that cause problems (see Chapter 
4.4.1) in the model. Most other power systems have smaller export/import capacity compared 
to the size of the power system. This model deficiency will thus be of smaller consequence 
than in the description of Western Denmark normally. However, there are many power 
systems that do not interact with their neighbours on a free market, minute-to-minute basis. In 
order to simulate the exchange over such connections information about long-term contracts 
could be used instead of the market spot price.  
    

                                                 
13 Photo-Voltaics, in other words solar cells  
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6.2 Viability of results 

The power system of Western Denmark is in many ways unique. It has been used in the 
development of this model for three reasons; primarily for the relatively large amount of 
installed wind power, secondarily for the availability of data concerning the system and 
thirdly for the small number of units in the system requiring individual simulation. Thanks to 
the extensive amount of wind power in Denmark it is of interest to study the interactions 
between thermal power plants and wind power in the existing situation. It also simplifies 
studies of higher levels of wind power grid penetration as it is quite safe to assume that the 
wind power production has reached saturation of geographical smoothing. Wind power 
production data series can thus easily be modified to represent such a scenario. 
 
But Western Denmark does by no means represent the average power system with an addition 
of wind. Few power systems have such high capacity connections to its neighbours as 
Western Denmark. Being a transmission high way, wind power production does not alter the 
power production of the central plants at all as long as the production costs of these plants are 
lower than the market spot price of the neighbouring countries, which is often the case in 
wintertime. The effects of the Danish wind power will then instead influence the power 
production in those areas to which power is exported. In the Danish case this would be 
Germany and the Nordic countries. In Sweden and Norway the import of Danish power will 
impose a relocation of hydropower production. Water in the dams can be saved till times of 
higher electricity prices. Also, low running costs in the Danish power plants coincide with 
cold weather and increased demand in these countries. Today this cooperation is thus 
beneficial for all parts. In a power system with more thermal units it is possible that some of 
these units would face a dropping utilization factor when more cheap power is available on 
import. At some point it will no longer be economically profitable to keep the plants in 
production. The reliance of wind power is thus exported to this country, while Denmark can 
keep all units and has no trouble meeting demand in the case of low wind power production. 
If Germany has increased its import dependency because of Danish wind power production 
can however not be deduced from this study. It should be mentioned that much of the 
relocated hydropower discussed above could be exported to Germany, which would increase 
this effect. The conclusion that most effects of wind power in the power system of Western 
Denmark is passed on to other countries has also been drawn by Hottinen (Holttinen 2005).  
 
In the summer domestic production is on the margin and will immediately be affected by the 
level of the wind power production. The power system of Western Denmark is made up 
entirely by plants running like traditional condense units during this time of the year. The 
influence of wind power on the dispatch order of these plants can thus be generalized to 
similar systems. Most other power systems have a lot less transmission capacity to 
surrounding countries than Western Denmark. The effects of wind power on domestic power 
production will thus most probably be greater than seen here.  
 
Before conclusions are drawn regarding the effects of wind power on the power system of 
Western Denmark it should be remembered that several assumptions has been made 
throughout the modelling process (see Chapter 5.3). To be able to project the influence of 
wind power on a particular plant in reality the model should be run using more facts and not 
quite so many assumptions regarding the properties of the power plants.  It is also necessary 
to keep in mind that the results origin from simulations of one particular year (2005) and that 
price levels of neighbouring markets compared to the running costs of the domestic units 
might deviate between different years. As the Nordic system contains a large amount of hydro 
power the price levels here strongly depend on the yearly precipitation and deviations might 
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be sufficiently extensive to alter the dispatch order between imported power and some 
domestic units.  

6.3 Should the existing units of a power system handle the wind 
power variations?  

There are basically two different view points on how the variations in wind power production 
should be handled; either the wind farms should be developed to act like traditional power 
plants or traditional power plants should be developed to answer the wind power fluctuations. 
 
As mentioned in chapter 2.3, there are several ways to smoothen the wind power production. 
In order to increase the certainty of power production, the amount of power available to the 
market could be held lower than suggested by the prognosis. It is then more probable that the 
production undertakings can be met. Additional power production would then be down 
regulated (pitch control) or stored (hydrogen production or pumped storage). Curtailing the 
wind power would minimize variations in power production, but also waste electricity. As 
explained in chapter 2, small deviations in wind speed cause large changes in wind power 
production. Down regulating such variations to an even output implies spilling large amounts 
of energy. However, some curtailment of the wind power production is used and will be used 
to compensate for extremes. If there are locations where pumped storages could be 
constructed to a reasonable cost, these could be used to compensate a varying wind power 
production. The power output could then be decided quite independently of wind speed, like a 
traditional plant with extreme flexibility. Unfortunately suitable locations for pumped storage 
are rare, and creating such a location artificially often makes the storage alternative 
uneconomical. The alternative to produce hydrogen from wind power is often dismissed 
because of the inefficient electrolysis. Unless technology advance in this area, hydrogen 
production will have to be considered an emergency solution, making use of electricity that 
would otherwise have had to be dumped.  
 
It is therefore interesting to look at the possibilities to increase the flexibility of the other 
power-producing units in the power system. Most thermal plants (nuclear is an important 
exception) have fairly large power gradients (see Table 5), well above registered power 
gradients of wind farms (see Chapter 2.2.3), once running. A low wind power penetration can 
therefore be handled by most power systems without any additional measures. As seen in the 
simulations, large scale wind power variations can be answered by many small power plants 
and plants fired with natural gas. These plants generally have higher running costs than large 
coal fired units. With the option to store wind power, or use it in some fuel generating 
process, flexibility would be added to the system. It would then be the units with the highest 
running costs that would loose most production hours, with properties like low start up costs 
mattering less than if variations were compensated with existing capacity. The impact of wind 
power alone on the dispatch order of the other units is thus quite different than in the case of 
an addition of wind power in the combination of some storage technology. 
 
The advantages and disadvantages of the different methods to achieve flexibility are 
summarized in Table 23. The best way to integrate wind power is obviously system 
dependent and could naturally be a combination of methods. However, it should be quite safe 
to presume that wind power integration is facilitated by the presence of flexible units in the 
power system.  
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Table 23. Methods of achieving flexibility. 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 
Thermal power plants 
(nuclear excepted) 

+ resource efficient 
+ high control14 

- limited potential 
- cooperation dependency15 
- import dependency16 

Wind Power Smoothing 
-turbine design 

+ independence 
+ high control 
+ cost efficient 

- resource inefficient 
 

Wind Power Smoothing 
-geographical distribution 

+ resource efficient 
+ large potential 

- import dependency 
- low control 

Storage technologies 
- pumped storage 

+ resource efficient 
+ independence 
+ high control 

- limited potential of cost   
efficient sites 

Storage technologies 
- hydrogen 

+ independence 
+ high control 
+ large potential 

- resource inefficient 
- cost inefficient 

Demand side management + resource efficient 
+ cost efficient  

- cooperation dependency 
- low control 
- limited potential 

 

6.4  Future work 

To enable further introduction of wind power to our power systems we need indications to 
which combination of methods to handle variations that best suit that power system. It would 
therefore be desirable to be able to include more power generation methods in the model, as 
well as the different methods suggested to handle wind power variations. 
 
Including the option of hydrogen (or other fuel) production should be rather straightforward. 
Demand side management might be possible to handle as an import/export option. In order to 
be able to include hydropower and pumped storage additional relations between power 
production and storage resources need to be added to the model. The inclusion of 
geographical smoothing will probably be challenging as it requires a good description of 
transmission capacity both within the considered area and across its boundaries. Experiences 
from working with the power system of Western Denmark suggest that it might be needed to 
look at entire regions simultaneously to simulate power trade properly.          
 
 
 

                                                 
14 If the wind power producer own traditional plants as well, like Vattenfall, Elsam, Eon etc. 
15 Unless the wind power producer also own traditional power plants, as in the case of Elsam, Vattenfall, Eon 
and many others. 
16 Gas fired plants are favoured by wind power. The access to natural gas in Europe is limited and economically 
viable gasification technologies not yet available. 
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Appendix 

I Email interviews with the large Danish power plants 

Hi, 

I'm working on a master thesis treating the energy system of Western Denmark. I hope to end up with a simple 
model of the energy system from which it is possible to deduce how a large wind power penetration on the grid 
can be handled. In order to complete the model I would need some information regarding the largest power 
plants in Denmark. Could you help me filling in the missing parts regarding your power plants? Replies in 
Danish are welcome too.  

Skærbækværket 
 
Hej Lisa 

1. Is the plant run continuously throughout the year or shut down during low demands of electricity and heat? 

The plant is shut down if  there is low demand of electricity and heat  

2. How fast can the plant change it's electricity production? (in [%/min] for  

example) From 50% load too 95% load we can chance production vith 32MW/min 

3. What are the power production limits of the plant? (What is the 

minimum/maximum power production?) Min 55 MW  and Max 420 MW 

4. How efficient is the plant when producing mimimum/maximum power? 

Max about 47,2 % and min about 43 % 

5. Is it common that the plant only produce electricity and no heat? 

Yes in sommer time 

What is the efficiency then? 

Max about 47,2 % and min about 43 % if the cooling water temp is over 20 c the efficiency is a litle bit lower 

6. Does it happen that only heat is produced? 

No 

7. Can the connected district heating system be heated some other way? 

No 

What type of heat power plant (fuel type) is used in that case? 

Gas/oil 

How often is this other method of heat generation used? 
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? 

8. How long time does it take to start the power plant? 

From cool plant ca. 4 hours and hot start 1 too 2 hours  

I hope the questions don't take long to answer. Thank you on before hand. Regards /  

You are welcome too visit us too se our plant. 

 Du må også gerne ringe. 

Best regards  
ELSAM A/S - Part of DONG Energy 
Skærbækværket 
Hans Henrik Lange 
Production manager 
Klippehagevej 22 
DK-7000 Fredericia 
Phone: +45 76 22 28 00 
Direct:  +45 76 22 27 10 
E-mail: hhl@elsam.com 
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II Three step tariff for decentralized power plants 

As explained by Energinet at www.energinet.dk/market/prices 

Time-of-day tariff for local CHP units 

Table 6 shows the time-of-day tariff for local CHP units. The tariff has been calculated 
pursuant to Section 16 of Executive Order No. 1367 of 15 December 2004. 

 Time-of-day tariff  
  Low load High load Peak load Average* 
A1/A2-tariff (60/10 
kV og 50/10 kV) 

20.7 43.0 56.6 34.6 

B1/B2-tariff(10/0,4 
kV) 

21.0 45.0 59.9 36.0 

C-tariff (0,4 kV-net) 21.6 48.2 65.4 38.3 

* The average tariff has been calculated on the basis of a 50/30/20% distribution. 

The tariff covers both the East Danish and the West Danish power system. 

Table 7 shows the distribution of hours on low load, high load and peak load. 

 Standard tariff periods  
Normal working 
days 

Low load High load Peak load 

Winter (October - 
March) 

21.00– 
06.00 

06.00 – 08.00  
12.00 – 17.00  
19.00 – 21.00 

08.00 – 12.00  
17.00 – 19.00 

Summer (April - 
September) 

21.00– 
06.00 

06.00 – 08.00  
12.00 – 21.00 

08.00 – 12.00 

All other days are defined as low-load periods. These include weekends, 1 January, Maundy 
Thursday, Good Friday and Easter Monday, Ascension Day, Whit Monday, bank holidays 
and 1 May, 5 June, 24, 25, 26 December and 31 December. 
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III Temperature interpolation function 

 
B=[1] 

for n=1:365 

    tempmin=clipboarddata(n:n,1:1); 

    tempmax=clipboarddata(n:n,2:2); 

    tempmin2=clipboarddata(n+1:n+1,1:1); 

        x1=tempmin+(tempmax-tempmin)/12*1; 

        x2=tempmin+(tempmax-tempmin)/12*2; 

        x3=tempmin+(tempmax-tempmin)/12*3; 

        x4=tempmin+(tempmax-tempmin)/12*4; 

        x5=tempmin+(tempmax-tempmin)/12*5; 

        x6=tempmin+(tempmax-tempmin)/12*6; 

        x7=tempmin+(tempmax-tempmin)/12*7; 

        x8=tempmin+(tempmax-tempmin)/12*8; 

        x9=tempmin+(tempmax-tempmin)/12*9; 

        x10=tempmin+(tempmax-tempmin)/12*10; 

        x11=tempmin+(tempmax-tempmin)/12*11; 

        x12=tempmin+(tempmax-tempmin)/12*12; 

        x13=tempmax+(tempmin2-tempmax)/12*1; 

        x14=tempmax+(tempmin2-tempmax)/12*2; 

        x15=tempmax+(tempmin2-tempmax)/12*3; 

        x16=tempmax+(tempmin2-tempmax)/12*4; 

        x17=tempmax+(tempmin2-tempmax)/12*5; 

        x18=tempmax+(tempmin2-tempmax)/12*6; 

        x19=tempmax+(tempmin2-tempmax)/12*7; 

        x20=tempmax+(tempmin2-tempmax)/12*8; 

        x21=tempmax+(tempmin2-tempmax)/12*9; 

        x22=tempmax+(tempmin2-tempmax)/12*10; 

        x23=tempmax+(tempmin2-tempmax)/12*11; 

        x24=tempmax+(tempmin2-tempmax)/12*12; 

Bnew=[B x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 x15 x16 x17 x18 x19 

x20 x21 x22 x23 x24]; 

        B=Bnew; 

    end 
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IV Approximated variable price of emission allowances 
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B=[]; 

for n=0:5*30*24 

    xn=((21-6)/(5*30*24))*n + 6; 

    Bnew=[B xn]; 

    B=Bnew; 

end 

for n=0:30*24 

    xn=((27-21)/(30*24))*n + 21; 

    Bnew=[B xn]; 

    B=Bnew; 

end 

for n=0:15*24 

    xn=27; 

    Bnew=[B xn]; 

    B=Bnew; 

end 

for n=0:15*24 

    xn=((21-27)/(7*30*24-6.5*30*24))*n + 27; 

    Bnew=[B xn]; 

    B=Bnew; 

end 

for n=0:5*30*24 

    xn=21; 

    Bnew=[B xn]; 

    B=Bnew; 

end 
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V CO2 allocation method “Alternativproduktionsmetoden” 

This method for allocating emitted CO2 from electricity production in CHP plants is 
developed by the Finnish district-heating organisation. The presentation here is an 
interpretation of the description of the Finnish method in Nordleden (Rydén 2003). 
 
The method base the amount of CO2 allocated to electricity production on the amount of fuel 
that would have been emitted if the electricity and heat had been produced separately. 
 
If a CHP produce 10 units of electricity and 20units of heat during an hour, the fuel needed 
for this production in separate plants would be: 
10/0.4=25 fuel units for electricty 
20/0.9=22.2 fuel units for heat 
Where 0.4 and 0.9 are assumed efficiencies for electricity production and heat production 
respectively (when performed in separate plants). The total amount of fuel needed in separate 
production is thus 47.2 fuel units. The CO2 emission allocation will then be: 
25/47.2= 53% for electricity 
22.2/47.2= 47% for heat 
 
In the model the following terminology has been used: 
CO2 emission allocation on electricity production =  

=

+
heat

heat

el

el

el

el

PP

P

ηη

η
 

 
 
= (unitdata(i,"max_power") / unitdata(i,"opt_efficiency")) /  

(unitdata(i,"max_power") / unitdata(i,"opt_efficiency") + unitdata(i,"heat_gen")/0.9)) 
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VI Sensitivty analysis implemented in GAMS 

 
If there is a heat demand the unit has to be running at least at minimum level: 
g.lo(chp,t)$(heat_demand(chp,t)<>0)=unitdata(chp,'min_power'); 
The minimum power production is the power production corresponding to the heat demand, if 

this level is higher than the minimum power production level: 
g.lo(chp,t)$(unitdata(chp,'average alfa_opt') * heat_demand(chp,t) > unitdata(chp,'min_power')) = 

unitdata(chp,"average alfa_opt") * heat_demand(chp,t); 

The cost to generate electricity in the large chp units is set to be the cost to run in a chp mode 

minus the heat production gains if there is a heat demand: 
loop((chp,t), 

         if(heat_demand(chp,t)=0, 

                 z(chp,t)=za(chp,t); 

                 g.up(chp,t)=unitdata(chp,"max_power"); 

         else 

                z(chp,t)=zb(chp,t)-unitdata(chp,'heat_cost')*heat_demand(chp,t)/unitdata(chp,"rated_power"); 

                g.up(chp,t)=unitdata(chp,"rated_power"); 

         ); 

); 
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VII Analysis of over production in May 

A first suspicion of what was causing the temporary over production in simulated values as 
compared to true values was direct towards the simplified handling of the alternative heat 
production. In order to decide the possible gain from heat production per produced MWh of 
electricity the value of the heat demand had to be divided by a pre-assumed electricity 
production. The electricity production was set to rated power to assure that the simulated heat 
gain wouldn’t exaggerate the maximum possible level. In case of lower heat production the 
heat gain would thus be underestimated slightly. Also, in the case of a small heat demand, 
there would be a heat gain only for a low level of electricity production. All electricity 
production over the necessary level to obtain the requested heat should in reality not benefit 
from the heat production.  
 
To check if the average alfa value simplification caused the over production of electricity in 
May, a slightly modified version of the model was tried for this time period. In this model, a 
power plant can only produce electricity corresponding to the heat demand at the time (under 
the assumption that the optimum average alfa value is withheld). It was then necessary to 
allow the model to consider the different limits in power level when deciding between CHP 
mode and condense mode. This is not included in the standard model version, as it is not 
known which power level the plant will be running on. 
 
loop((chp,t), 

         if((zb(chp,t)-za(chp,t))*unitdata(chp,'max_power')>=heat_cost(chp,t), 

                 z(chp,t)=za(chp,t); 

                 g.up(chp,t)=unitdata(chp,"max_power"); 

         else 

                z(chp,t)=zb(chp,t)-heat_cost(chp,t)/(heat_demand(chp,t)*unitdata(chp,'average alfa_opt')); 

                g.up(chp,t)=heat_demand(chp,t)*unitdata(chp,'average alfa_opt'); 

         ); 

);  
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Figure 36 Power production in central plants in Western Denmark in May 2005 (average alfa adjustment) 
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As can be seen in the picture, there is still an over production of electricity during the end of 
the period. If this over production had been caused by the average alfa value it must coincide 

with an increase in temperature creating a smaller heat demand and thus an erroneous 
allocation of the heat gain. Studying the temperature for the time period it is realised that 
there is a slight temperature increase coinciding with the first over production, while the 
second time of over production, from 600h and onwards, cannot be explained by the 

temperature. 
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Figure 37 Temperature in May 2005 

 
A more complete picture is given if the spot market price also is considered. All power plants 
in Western Denmark (except for Skerbeværket B1) have running costs below 33,5 
Euro/MWh. Between 400h-500h and 600h-900h, when the prevailing price in the 
neighbouring countries is high it is thus economical to maximize production. In the standard 
model this can be done both in CHP mode and condense mode depending on what is most 
economically beneficial regarding the temperature. In the model above, with an altered heat 
gain allocation, this is achieved by turning into condense mode.  
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Figure 38 Spot market price in Sweden and Norway in May 2005 
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As seen in the Figures it is rather a combined effect of a low heat demand and a high market 
spot price that triggers the over production. The running costs of the condense power plants is 
thus under estimated here. With an increased emission allowance price, simulated production 
levels follow the actual production as seen in Scenario 2 above.     
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VIII Graphical representation of changes in power production in 
summertime, Scenario 1 
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IX Fuel prices and CO2 emissions 

 
 
 SKR/MWh Euro/MWh 

Biobränsle 110 11.97 

Waste -50 -5.44 

Natural gas<50MW 140 15.23 

Natural gas>50MW 100 10.88 

Coal 50 5.44 

Oil  26.5 

Source: Bärring et al, Elforsk 2000,rapport nr 00:01 

Exchange from Finansportalen 2006-09-05 

Oil price (Brent) from Stem, prisutveckling el olja och utsläppsrätter 2005 US$34/MWh  which 
equals 26,5 Euro/MWh 
Crude oil was traded in November for US$56:40/barrel which equals 25,6 Euro/MWh   

   

1 SKr= 9.19 Euro 

1 US$= 0.7789 Euro 

   

1 GJ= 0.277778 MWh 

1MWh= 3.6 GJ 

 
In the model it is assumed that it is free to combust waste. This assures that waste will be used 
for the production of heat if this is an available alternative. No centralized power plants 
combust heat, so the assumption will not influence the dispatch order. 
 
 
In the model, 0.88 ton CO2 will be emitted when producing 1 MWhel in a coal fired power 
plant in condense mode, and 0.38 ton CO2 will be emitted when producing 1 MWhel in a gas 
fired power plant in condense mode. 
Source:http://fourfact.com/index.php/weblog/service/klimatets_pris_sa_har_har_vi_raknat/ 
from the page 2006-06-06 
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X The Model 

Below follows a short description of the model implementation in GAMS, General Algebraic 
Modeling System. Some explanatory text has also been added in the code to facilitate the 
reading. For a detailed description of GAMS, the program webpage www.gams.com is 
recommended.  
 
The sets are the essential building blocks of a GAMS model. In the Jutland model there are 
three fundamental sets; the power generating units, i, the basic properties of these units, j, and 
the time, t. The sets are used to refer to properties of the power generating units at different 
times. Some properties and relations are only valid for certain units or at certain times. To 
separate the units from one another subsets are constructed. In the model each type of power 
plant corresponds to one subset. The large central condense power plants belong to the 
CONDENSE subset, combined heat and power plants are collected in the CHP subset and 
transmission lines for import of power can be found in the FOREIGN subset. 
 
Parameters are used to describe known conditions for certain units and/or at certain times.  
Parameters that remain unchanged throughout the modelling process have been arranged in 
excel spreadsheets, and are made available to GAMS through the call statement (either as 
parameters or tables). With these parameters as starting points other parameters can be 
calculated directly in GAMS. Loops are used to perform such calculations for all power plants 
and/or at all times, when the relationships between the parameters are the same for those 
plants and/or during those times. 
 
Scalars take the same numerical values at all times, and are equal for all power plants. 
 
Equations viable only at certain conditions are expressed in an if-else statement. In GAMS 
these are basically constructed: 

if ( condition, 
 y = a 
else 
  

In GAMS this can also be expressed by the dollar command. 
 y$(condition) = a 
  
/…,…,…/ is used for naming, while a line starting with * is hidden to the solver.  
 
The GAMS model for Western Denmark can be found on the following pages. In order to run 
the model, excel spread sheets containing the basic information about the power plants and 
other input data (seeFigure 8) is needed. The model can be used to study other areas by 
replacing the Danish power generating units with the units in that area and organizing input 
data for that area in spread sheets. 
 
 



C:\Documents and Settings\edqvist\My Documents\GAMS\2006-11-07.gms  den 9 november 2006 10:18:36Page 1

    1 $ontext

    2 A MIP model of the power system of western Denmark with purpose to simulate

    3 how the large central powerplants handle fast changes in power demand, caused

    4 by priortized wind power.

    5 Power below refers to electric power if not otherwise stated.

    6 $offtext

    7 

    8 Set      i       u n i t s       /Enstedverket_B3

    9                              Fynsverket_B3,

   1 0                              Fynsverket_B7,

   1 1                              Nordjyllandsverket_B2,

   1 2                              Nordjyllandsverket_B3,

   1 3                              Skerbeverket_B1,

   1 4                              Skerbeverket_B3,

   1 5                              Studstrupverket_B3,

   1 6                              Studstrupverket_B4,

   1 7                              Esbjergverket_B3,

   1 8                              Herningeverket,

   1 9                              imSWE, imNOR, imGER,

   2 0                              expSWE, expNOR, expGER/

   2 1          t       hour of year

   2 2                                        /1*8760/

   2 3         tt(t)    subset of times

   2 4                                        /5*8760/

   2 5         j        unit properties        /rated_power,

   2 6                                        max_power, min_power, chp_efficiency,

   2 7                                        opt_efficiency, fuel_costs,

   2 8                                        move_dou, coal, biomass, natural_gas,

   2 9                                        oil, waste, CO2_emission, CO2_storage,

   3 0                                        id, start_time, alfa_opt,

   3 1                                        heat_gen, second_reserve, first_reserve,

   3 2                                        heat_cost, alt_oil, alt_gas,

   3 3                                        alt_bio, alt_waste/

   3 4          condense(i)    subset of condens power plants

   3 5          isec(i)      units that can be used as secondary reserve

   3 6          ifir(i)      units that can be used as primary reserve

   3 7          chp(i)       subset of combined heat and power plants

   3 8          foreign(i)      subset of transmission capacity

   3 9          domestic(i)     subset of Danish units

   4 0          foreign_exp(i)  subset of export capacity /expNOR, expSWE, expGER/

   4 1          foreign_im(i)   subset of import capactiy /imNOR, imSWE, imGER/;

   4 2 

   4 3 alias(ttt,t);

   4 4 table    unitdata(i,j)        properties for each unit

   4 5 $call =xls2gms "I=E:\exjobb\GAMS\unitdata22006-09-04.xls" R=A3:V20 "O=E:\exjobb\GAMS\unitdata2.inc";

   4 6 $include E:\exjobb\GAMS\unitdata2.inc;

   4 7 ;

   4 8 

   4 9 $ontext

   5 0 The power producing units are sorted in groups depending of the type of unit.

   5 1 Subsets referred to in tables have to be fixed, with contents decleared in the

   5 2 set definition above.

   5 3 $offtext

   5 4 

   5 5 chp(i)=yes$(unitdata(i,'alfa_opt')>0);

   5 6 condense(i)=yes$(unitdata(i,'alfa_opt')=0 and unitdata(i,'opt_efficiency')<1);

   5 7 foreign(i)=yes$(unitdata(i,'opt_efficiency')=1);

   5 8 *foreign_exp(i)=yes$(unitdata(i,'min_power')<0 and foreign(i));

   5 9 *foreign_im(i)=yes$(unitdata(i,'min_power')=0 and foreign(i));

   6 0 domestic(i)=yes;

   6 1 domestic(foreign)=no;

   6 2 isec(i)=yes$(unitdata(i,"second_reserve")<>0);

   6 3 ifir(i)=yes$(unitdata(i,"first_reserve")<>0);

   6 4 

   6 5 Parameter

   6 6          demand(t)       electricit y demand at t in MW /

   6 7 $call =xls2gms "I=E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand2006-08-31.xls" R=Sheet2!A3:B8762 "O=E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand_demand.

      inc";

   6 8 $include E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand_demand.inc;

   6 9 /;

   7 0 Parameter  wind(t)         supply of electricity from wind at t in MW /

   7 1 $call =xls2gms "I=E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand2006-08-31.xls" R=Sheet4!A3:B8762 "O=E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand_wind.

      inc";

   7 2 $include E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand_wind.inc;

   7 3 /;

   7 4 Parameter  smallchp(t)     supply of electricity from CHP<10MW in MW at time t /

   7 5 $call =xls2gms "I=E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand2006-08-31.xls" R=Sheet5!A3:B8762 "O=E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand_dec.

      inc";

   7 6 $include E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand_dec.inc;

   7 7 /;

   7 8 Parameter  temperature(t)        outdoor temperature in degrees Celsius/

   7 9 $call =xls2gms "I=E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand2006-08-31.xls" R=Sheet3!A3:B8762 "O=E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand_temp.

      inc";

   8 0 $include E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand_temp.inc;

   8 1 /;

   8 2 *Parameter                 emission_allowance(t)/

   8 3 *$call =xls2gms "I=E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand2006-08-31.xls" R=Sheet13!A4201:B4921 "O=E:\exjobb\GAMS\
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      wind_demand_temp.inc";

   8 4 *$include E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand_temp.inc;

   8 5 */;

   8 6 Parameter        add(t)        power in MW needed to be added by units at time t

   8 7                  startmax(i,t)     starting cost for each unit in Euro

   8 8                  heat_demand(i,t)  heat demand at time t at CHP area in MW

   8 9                  realheat_demand(i,t) heat demand unlimited by capacity in MW

   9 0          grad(i)    energy needed to heat corresponding CHP area one degree MW

   9 1          ptot(i)    maximum power produced (heat and electricity) in MW

   9 2          alfa(i,t)      alfa value electricity demand divided by the heat demand

   9 3          z(i,t)         cost to produce 1 MW in unit i at tim t in Euro per MWh

   9 4          za(i,t)        cost to run chp as condense plant in Euro per MWh

   9 5          zb(i,t)        cost to run chp as chp plant in Euro per MWh

   9 6          pup(i,t)       upper power production limit in MW

   9 7          plow(i,t)      lower power production limit in MW

   9 8          heat_cost(i,t) alternative cost to generate heat in Euro;

   9 9 

  1 0 0 

  1 0 1 add(t)=demand(t)-wind(t)-smallCHP(t);

  1 0 2 *add(t)=demand(t)-smallCHP(t);

  1 0 3 Scalars

  1 0 4          e m i s s i o n _ a l l o w a n c e       cost of emission allowaces in Euro per ton CO2

  1 0 5          h e a t _ p r i c e      price of heat in Euro per MW

  1 0 6          h e m t e m p         assumed home temperature in degrees Celsius

  1 0 7          d i m t e m p         outdoor temp when max power needed in deg Celsius

  1 0 8          s e c r e s          secondary+primary reserve needed in MW

  1 0 9          f i r s t r e s        first reserve needed should be 140MW eller 500MW

  1 1 0          e x p m a x          maximum export allowed

  1 1 1          C O 2 s t o r a g e      cost to store carbondioxide in Euro per ton

  1 1 2          o i l _ h e a t _ c o s t           cost to generate 1MWh heat with oil

  1 1 3          g a s _ h e a t _ c o s t           cost to generate 1MWh heat with natural gas

  1 1 4          b i o _ h e a t _ c o s t           cost to generate 1MWh heat with biomass

  1 1 5          w a s t e _ h e a t _ c o s t         cost to generate 1MWh heat with waste

  1 1 6          y1

  1 1 7          y2

  1 1 8          y3

  1 1 9          m e t h e q u p r i c e    price for eq methanol produced in Euro per Mwh;

  1 2 0 $ontext

  1 2 1 The second+first reserve capacity secres should be 494+140MW without wind,

  1 2 2 630+140MW with wind as today and 781+140 with 150% wind.

  1 2 3 $offtext

  1 2 4 

  1 2 5 expmax=2930;

  1 2 6 secres=140+630;

  1 2 7 firstres=140;

  1 2 8 emission_allowance=17;

  1 2 9 hemtemp=20;

  1 3 0 dimtemp=-15;

  1 3 1 CO2storage=7.81;

  1 3 2 oil_heat_cost=38.1;

  1 3 3 gas_heat_cost=22.2;

  1 3 4 bio_heat_cost=16.8;

  1 3 5 waste_heat_cost=0;

  1 3 6 methequprice=70;

  1 3 7 startmax(i,t)=unitdata(i,"start_time")*unitdata(i,"min_power")*(unitdata(i,"fuel_costs")/unitdata(i,"

      opt_efficiency")

  1 3 8 +unitdata(i,"CO2_emission")*emission_allowance+unitdata(i,"CO2_storage")*CO2storage);

  1 3 9 

  1 4 0 $ontext

  1 4 1 Above, the cost to start a unit equals running it at lowest power possible

  1 4 2 during one starttime.

  1 4 3 Below, the heat demand is calculated for each CHP at each time.

  1 4 4 First it is determined how much energy it is needed to heat each system one

  1 4 5 degree (grad). This value is then multiplied with the difference between indoor

  1 4 6 temperature and outdoor temperature at the time. The loop assures that the power

  1 4 7 plant won't produce more heat then is technically possible.

  1 4 8 $offtext

  1 4 9 

  1 5 0 ptot(i)$(chp(i))=unitdata(i,"rated_power")*(1+unitdata(i,"alfa_opt"))/unitdata(i,"alfa_opt");

  1 5 1 *grad(i)$(chp(i))=unitdata(i,"alfa_opt")*ptot(i)/(hemtemp-dimtemp);

  1 5 2 grad(i)$(chp(i))=(unitdata(i,"rated_power")/unitdata(i,"alfa_opt"))/(hemtemp-dimtemp);

  1 5 3 

  1 5 4 loop((chp,t),

  1 5 5 if(grad(chp)*(hemtemp-temperature(t))<(unitdata(chp,"rated_power")/unitdata(chp,"alfa_opt")),

  1 5 6          heat_demand(chp,t)$(temperature(t)<20)=grad(chp)*(hemtemp-temperature(t));

  1 5 7          else heat_demand(chp,t)=(unitdata(chp,"rated_power")/unitdata(chp,"alfa_opt"));

  1 5 8 ););

  1 5 9 

  1 6 0 loop((chp,t),

  1 6 1          y1=heat_demand(chp,t)-unitdata(chp,'alt_gas')-unitdata(chp,'alt_bio')-unitdata(chp,'alt_waste');

  1 6 2          y1$(y1<0)=0;

  1 6 3          y2=heat_demand(chp,t)-unitdata(chp,'alt_bio')-unitdata(chp,'alt_waste')-y1;

  1 6 4          y2$(y2<0)=0;

  1 6 5          y3=heat_demand(chp,t)-unitdata(chp,'alt_waste')-y1-y2;

  1 6 6          y3$(y3<0)=0;

  1 6 7          heat_cost(chp,t)=y1*oil_heat_cost+y2*gas_heat_cost+y3*bio_heat_cost;

  1 6 8 );
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  1 6 9 

  1 7 0 Positive variable        zstart(i,t)     startingcosts in Euro per hour

  1 7 1                          on(i,t)         the unit turned on gives one;

  1 7 2 Binary variable          spin(i,t)       the unit ready to run gives one;

  1 7 3 Variables

  1 7 4          g(i,t)          power generation of utility in MW

  1 7 5          z t o t            totalcosts in Euro per unit and hour;

  1 7 6 

  1 7 7 table    costdata(t,foreign_im)  import cost for each transmission line

  1 7 8 $call =xls2gms "I=E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand2006-08-31.xls" R=Sheet9!A1:D8761 "O=E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand_import.

      inc";

  1 7 9 $include E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand_import.inc;

  1 8 0 ;

  1 8 1 table    capacityimdata(t,foreign_im)  capacity on each transmission line

  1 8 2 $call =xls2gms "I=E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand2006-08-31.xls" R=Sheet11!A1:D8761 "O=E:\exjobb\GAMS\

      wind_demand_import.inc";

  1 8 3 $include E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand_import.inc;

  1 8 4 ;

  1 8 5 table    capacityexpdata(t,foreign_exp)  capacity on each transmission line

  1 8 6 $call =xls2gms "I=E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand2006-08-31.xls" R=Sheet12!A1:D8761 "O=E:\exjobb\GAMS\

      wind_demand_import.inc";

  1 8 7 $include E:\exjobb\GAMS\wind_demand_import.inc;

  1 8 8 ;

  1 8 9 

  1 9 0 $ontext

  1 9 1 Below, the limits of power production are determined.

  1 9 2 $offtext

  1 9 3 

  1 9 4 pup(i,t)=unitdata(i,"max_power");

  1 9 5 pup(foreign_im,t)=capacityimdata(t,foreign_im);

  1 9 6 plow(i,t)=unitdata(i,"min_power");

  1 9 7 plow(foreign_exp,t)=capacityexpdata(t,foreign_exp);

  1 9 8 *plow(chp,t)$(heat_demand(chp,t)>unitdata(chp,'alt_oil')+unitdata(chp,'alt_gas')+unitdata(chp,'alt_bio')

  1 9 9 *+unitdata(chp,'alt_waste')

  2 0 0 *and unitdata(chp,"alfa_opt")*(heat_demand(chp,t)-unitdata(chp,'alt_oil')-unitdata(chp,'alt_gas')

  2 0 1 *-unitdata(chp,'alt_bio')-unitdata(chp,'alt_waste'))>unitdata(chp,"min_power"))

  2 0 2 *=unitdata(chp,"alfa_opt")*(heat_demand(chp,t)-unitdata(chp,'alt_oil')-unitdata(chp,'alt_gas')

  2 0 3 *-unitdata(chp,'alt_bio')-unitdata(chp,'alt_waste'));

  2 0 4 g.up(i,t)=pup(i,t);

  2 0 5 spin.l(i,t)=0;

  2 0 6 

  2 0 7 $ontext

  2 0 8 Below, the cost to generate 1MWh of electricity is decided. The cost consists of

  2 0 9 three parameters; wear on materials and maintenance, fuel costs and emission

  2 1 0 allowances. For condense power plants storing CO2, this implies a cost. CHP

  2 1 1 units can decide whether to run as CHP or condense units. As CHP the production

  2 1 2 costs are subtracted with the cost to produce heat in an alternative way. This

  2 1 3 alternative way is system specific and decided in the first loop. As a condense

  2 1 4 unit the efficiency and maximum power is slightly increased. In the second loop

  2 1 5 the generation modes are compared. In the third loop the value of exported power

  2 1 6 is set to the lowest spot market price to simulate an open market.

  2 1 7 $offtext

  2 1 8 

  2 1 9 z(i,t)$(condense(i))=unitdata(i,"move_dou")+unitdata(i,"fuel_costs")/unitdata(i,"opt_efficiency")

  2 2 0 +unitdata(i,"CO2_emission")*emission_allowance+unitdata(i,"CO2_storage")*CO2storage;

  2 2 1 *z('Methanol',t)=methequprice;

  2 2 2 z(foreign_im,t)=costdata(t,foreign_im);

  2 2 3 za(i,t)$(chp(i))=unitdata(i,"move_dou")+unitdata(i,"fuel_costs")/unitdata(i,"opt_efficiency")

  2 2 4 +unitdata(i,"CO2_emission")*unitdata(i,"opt_efficiency")/unitdata(i,"opt_efficiency")*emission_allowance;

  2 2 5 zb(i,t)$(chp(i))=unitdata(i,"move_dou")+unitdata(i,"fuel_costs")/unitdata(i,"chp_efficiency")

  2 2 6 +unitdata(i,"CO2_emission")*unitdata(i,"opt_efficiency")/unitdata(i,"chp_efficiency")*emission_allowance;

  2 2 7 loop((chp,t),

  2 2 8          if(zb(chp,t)-za(chp,t)>heat_cost(chp,t)/unitdata(chp,"rated_power"),

  2 2 9                  z(chp,t)=za(chp,t);

  2 3 0                  g.up(chp,t)=unitdata(chp,"max_power");

  2 3 1          else

  2 3 2                 z(chp,t)=zb(chp,t)-heat_cost(chp,t)/unitdata(chp,"rated_power");

  2 3 3                 g.up(chp,t)=unitdata(chp,"rated_power");

  2 3 4          );

  2 3 5 );

  2 3 6 

  2 3 7 loop((foreign,t),

  2 3 8          z(foreign_exp,t)=smin(foreign_im, z(foreign_im,t));

  2 3 9 );

  2 4 0 z(i,t)$(z(i,t)<0)=0;

  2 4 1 

  2 4 2 Equations

  2 4 3          secondreserve(t) secondary reserve made available according to rules

  2 4 4          firstreserve(t)  first reserve available

  2 4 5          product(t)      produced power must equal the needed addition

  2 4 6          t o t c o s t         totalcosts in Euro per utility and hour

  2 4 7          startcost(i,t)  the cost to warm up a plant

  2 4 8          maxexport(t)    maximum transmission capacity

  2 4 9          spinmax(i,t)      maxnumber of spinning units

  2 5 0          spinmin(i,t)      minnumber of spinning units

  2 5 1          runmax1(i,t)       maximum number of running units

  2 5 2          runmax2(i,t)
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  2 5 3          prodmax(i,t)      maximum produced power

  2 5 4          prodmin(i,t)      minimum produced power;

  2 5 5 

  2 5 6 $ontext

  2 5 7 The goal is to minimize the production costs (equation totcost) throughout the

  2 5 8 year. The other equations state conditions for how this is to be achived. Total

  2 5 9 produced power has to satisfy demand (equation product) and the reserve

  2 6 0 requirments have to be met (equtaions secondreserve/firstreserve). The

  2 6 1 conditions are relaxed the first four hours (tt) as many plants need four hours

  2 6 2 to get started. Limitations to how the plants can be run are stated in the spin,

  2 6 3 run and prod equations. First the unit has to be started (on switches from zero

  2 6 4 to one). This implies a start cost. One start time later the plant is spinning

  2 6 5 (spin is one) and produce electricity in the range between the lower and upper

  2 6 6 limit. In the basic case the maximum limit of export is not set in the equation

  2 6 7 but by the capacity of the transmission lines.

  2 6 8 $offtext

  2 6 9 

  2 7 0 secondreserve(tt)..               secres=l=sum(isec,spin(isec,tt)*pup(isec,tt)-g(isec,tt))

  2 7 1                                  +sum(domestic$(unitdata(domestic,"start_time")=0),(1-spin(domestic,tt))*pup(

      domestic,tt));

  2 7 2 firstreserve(tt)..                firstres=l=sum(ifir,spin(ifir,tt)*pup(ifir,tt)-g(ifir,tt))

  2 7 3                                  +sum(domestic$(unitdata(domestic,"start_time")=10),(1-spin(domestic,tt))*pup(

      domestic,tt));

  2 7 4 *maxexport(t)..                   sum(foreign_exp, g(i,t))=l=sum(foreign_im, g(i,t))+sum(domestic, g(i,t))-add(t);

  2 7 5 spinmax(i,t)..                   spin(i,t)=l=spin(i,t-1)+on(i,t-unitdata(i,"start_time"));

  2 7 6 spinmin(i,t)..                   spin(i,t)=g=on(i,t-unitdata(i,"start_time"));

  2 7 7 runmax1(i,t)$(unitdata(i,"start_time")>0)..   spin(i,t)+on(i,t)=l=1;

  2 7 8 runmax2(i,t)$(unitdata(i,"start_time")=0)..   spin(i,t)+on(i,t)=l=2;

  2 7 9 prodmax(i,t)..                   g(i,t)=l=spin(i,t)*pup(i,t);

  2 8 0 prodmin(i,t)..                   g(i,t)=g=spin(i,t)*plow(i,t);

  2 8 1 product(tt)..                     sum(i,g(i,tt))=g=add(tt);

  2 8 2 startcost(i,t)..                 zstart(i,t)=g=on(i,t)*startmax(i,t);

  2 8 3 totcost..                        ztot=e=sum((i,t),z(i,t)*g(i,t)+zstart(i,t));

  2 8 4 

  2 8 5 option mip=cplex;

  2 8 6 Model S t e p 2 h     /secondreserve, firstreserve, runmax1, runmax2, prodmin, prodmax, spinmin, spinmax, product,

  2 8 7                  startcost, totcost/;

  2 8 8 Step2h.optcr=0.0001;

  2 8 9 Step2h.nodlim=15000;

  2 9 0 Step2h.iterlim=400000;

  2 9 1 Step2h.reslim=1000000;

  2 9 2 Solve Step2h using mip minimizing ztot;

  2 9 3 

  2 9 4 $ontext

  2 9 5 The calculations below are not part of the optimization, but simply a manner of

  2 9 6 manipulating the results to achive a readable output file with all essentail data.

  2 9 7 $offtext

  2 9 8 

  2 9 9 Parameters

  3 0 0        exp(t)          exported electriciy in MW at time t

  3 0 1        maxcost(t)        highest electricity production cost in Euro per MWh

  3 0 2        expprice(t)       price for exported electricity in Euro per MWh

  3 0 3        ztime(t)           cost in Euro for each demanded MWh

  3 0 4        C O 2 e m i s s i o n s      tons of emitted carbondioxide

  3 0 5        CO2emissionstot

  3 0 6        utility(i)        how much the plant is used in average

  3 0 7        start(i)          number of startups of each plant

  3 0 8        m e t h a n o l p r o d          value of produced methanol in Euro;

  3 0 9 loop(t,

  3 1 0          exp(t)=g.l('expSWE',t)+g.l('expNOR',t)+g.l('expGER',t);

  3 1 1          maxcost(t)=smax(i,z(i,t)*spin.l(i,t));

  3 1 2          expprice(t)=z('expSWE',t);

  3 1 3          ztime(t)=sum(i,z(i,t)*g.l(i,t)+zstart.l(i,t))/(add(t)+1);

  3 1 4          ztime(t)=sum(i,z(i,t)*g.l(i,t)+zstart.l(i,t))/(add(t)-exp(t)+1);

  3 1 5 );

  3 1 6 loop(domestic,

  3 1 7          start(domestic)=sum(t,on.l(domestic,t));

  3 1 8          utility(i)=sum(t,g.l(i,t))/(sum(t,pup(i,t))+1);

  3 1 9 );

  3 2 0 loop(foreign_im,

  3 2 1          utility(foreign_im)=sum(t,g.l(foreign_im,t))/sum(t,pup(foreign_im,t));

  3 2 2 );

  3 2 3 loop(foreign_exp,

  3 2 4           utility(foreign_exp)=sum(t,g.l(foreign_exp,t))/sum(t,plow(foreign_exp,t));

  3 2 5 );

  3 2 6 CO2emissions=sum((i,t),g.l(i,t)*unitdata(i,"CO2_emission")+on.l(i,t)*unitdata(i,"start_time")*

  3 2 7 unitdata(i,"min_power")*unitdata(i,"CO2_emission"))

  3 2 8 +sum((chp,t),(unitdata(chp,'max_power')-g.up(chp,t))/(unitdata(chp,'max_power')-unitdata(chp,'rated_power'))*

  3 2 9 unitdata(chp,"CO2_emission")*g.l(chp,t)*(unitdata(chp,"max_power")/unitdata(chp,"opt_efficiency"))

  3 3 0 /(unitdata(chp,"max_power")/unitdata(chp,"opt_efficiency")+unitdata(chp,"heat_gen")/0.9))

  3 3 1 -sum((chp,t),(unitdata(chp,'max_power')-g.up(chp,t))/(unitdata(chp,'max_power')-unitdata(chp,'rated_power'))*

  3 3 2 g.l(chp,t)*unitdata(chp,"CO2_emission"));

  3 3 3 

  3 3 4 CO2emissionstot=sum((i,t),g.l(i,t)*unitdata(i,"CO2_emission")+on.l(i,t)*unitdata(i,"start_time")*

  3 3 5 unitdata(i,"min_power")*unitdata(i,"CO2_emission"));

  3 3 6 

  3 3 7 Parameters
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  3 3 8          Ensted_B3(t) Power production at Enstedsverket in MW

  3 3 9          Fyns_B3(t)   Power production at Fynsverket_B3 in MW

  3 4 0          Fyns_B7(t)   Power production at Fynsverket_B7 in MW

  3 4 1          Nordjyllands_B2(t) Power production at Nordjyllandsverket_B2 in MW

  3 4 2          Nordjyllands_B3(t) Power production at Nordjyllandsverket_B3 in MW

  3 4 3          Skerbe_B1(t)  Power production at Skerbeverket_B1 in MW

  3 4 4          Skerbe_B3(t)  Power production at Skerbeverket_B3 in MW

  3 4 5          Studstrup_B3(t) Power production at Studstrupverket_B3 in MW

  3 4 6          Studstrup_B4(t) Power production at Studstrupverket_B4 in MW

  3 4 7          Esbjerg_B3(t)   Power production at Esbjergsverket_B3 in MW

  3 4 8          Herninge(t)     Power production at Herningsverket in MW

  3 4 9          imS(t)              Imported power from Sweden in MW

  3 5 0          imN(t)              Imported power from Norway in MW

  3 5 1          imG(t)              Imported power from Germany in MW

  3 5 2          expS(t)             Exported power from Sweden in MW

  3 5 3          expN(t)             Exported power from Norway in MW

  3 5 4          expG(t)             Exported power from Germany in MW

  3 5 5          test(t)

  3 5 6          Meth(t)

  3 5 7          zEnsted_B3(t) Power production at Enstedsverket in MW

  3 5 8          zFyns_B3(t)   Power production at Fynsverket_B3 in MW

  3 5 9          zFyns_B7(t)   Power production at Fynsverket_B7 in MW

  3 6 0          zNordjyllands_B2(t) Power production at Nordjyllandsverket_B2 in MW

  3 6 1          zNordjyllands_B3(t) Power production at Nordjyllandsverket_B3 in MW

  3 6 2          zSkerbe_B1(t)  Power production at Skerbeverket_B1 in MW

  3 6 3          zSkerbe_B3(t)  Power production at Skerbeverket_B3 in MW

  3 6 4          zStudstrup_B3(t) Power production at Studstrupverket_B3 in MW

  3 6 5          zStudstrup_B4(t) Power production at Studstrupverket_B4 in MW

  3 6 6          zEsbjerg_B3(t)   Power production at Esbjergsverket_B3 in MW

  3 6 7          zHerninge(t)     Power production at Herningsverket in MW

  3 6 8          zimS(t)              Imported power from Sweden in MW

  3 6 9          zimN(t)              Imported power from Norway in MW

  3 7 0          zimG(t)              Imported power from Germany in MW

  3 7 1          zexpS(t)             Exported power from Sweden in MW

  3 7 2          zexpN(t)             Exported power from Norway in MW

  3 7 3          zexpG(t)             Exported power from Germany in MW

  3 7 4          ztest(t)

  3 7 5          zMeth(t);

  3 7 6 Ensted_B3(t)=g.l('Enstedverket_B3',t);

  3 7 7 Fyns_B3(t)=g.l('Fynsverket_B3',t);

  3 7 8 Fyns_B7(t)=g.l('Fynsverket_B7',t);

  3 7 9 Nordjyllands_B2(t)=g.l('Nordjyllandsverket_B2',t);

  3 8 0 Nordjyllands_B3(t)=g.l('Nordjyllandsverket_B3',t);

  3 8 1 Skerbe_B1(t)=g.l('Skerbeverket_B1',t);

  3 8 2 Skerbe_B3(t)=g.l('Skerbeverket_B3',t);

  3 8 3 Studstrup_B3(t)=g.l('Studstrupverket_B3',t);

  3 8 4 Studstrup_B4(t)=g.l('Studstrupverket_B4',t);

  3 8 5 Esbjerg_B3(t)=g.l('Esbjergverket_B3',t);

  3 8 6 Herninge(t)=g.l('Herningeverket',t);

  3 8 7 imS(t)=g.l('imSWE',t);

  3 8 8 imN(t)=g.l('imNOR',t);

  3 8 9 imG(t)=g.l('imGER',t);

  3 9 0 expS(t)=g.l('expSWE',t);

  3 9 1 expN(t)=g.l('expNOR',t);

  3 9 2 expG(t)=g.l('expGER',t);

  3 9 3 *test(t)=g.l('test',t);

  3 9 4 *Meth(t)=g.l('Methanol',t);

  3 9 5 zEnsted_B3(t)=z('Enstedverket_B3',t);

  3 9 6 zFyns_B3(t)=z('Fynsverket_B3',t);

  3 9 7 zFyns_B7(t)=z('Fynsverket_B7',t);

  3 9 8 zNordjyllands_B2(t)=z('Nordjyllandsverket_B2',t);

  3 9 9 zNordjyllands_B3(t)=z('Nordjyllandsverket_B3',t);

  4 0 0 zSkerbe_B1(t)=z('Skerbeverket_B1',t);

  4 0 1 zSkerbe_B3(t)=z('Skerbeverket_B3',t);

  4 0 2 zStudstrup_B3(t)=z('Studstrupverket_B3',t);

  4 0 3 zStudstrup_B4(t)=z('Studstrupverket_B4',t);

  4 0 4 zEsbjerg_B3(t)=z('Esbjergverket_B3',t);

  4 0 5 zHerninge(t)=z('Herningeverket',t);

  4 0 6 zimS(t)=z('imSWE',t);

  4 0 7 zimN(t)=z('imNOR',t);

  4 0 8 zimG(t)=z('imGER',t);

  4 0 9 zexpS(t)=z('expSWE',t);

  4 1 0 zexpN(t)=z('expNOR',t);

  4 1 1 zexpG(t)=z('expGER',t);

  4 1 2 *ztest(t)=z('test',t);

  4 1 3 *zMeth(t)=z('Methanol',t);

  4 1 4 Variables

  4 1 5          Enstedverket_B3(t) Power production at Enstedsverket in MW

  4 1 6          Fynsverket_B3(t)   Power production at Fynsverket_B3 in MW

  4 1 7          Fynsverket_B7(t)   Power production at Fynsverket_B7 in MW

  4 1 8          Nordjyllandsverket_B2(t) Power production at Nordjyllandsverket_B2 in MW

  4 1 9          Nordjyllandsverket_B3(t) Power production at Nordjyllandsverket_B3 in MW

  4 2 0          Skerbeverket_B1(t)  Power production at Skerbeverket_B1 in MW

  4 2 1          Skerbeverket_B3(t)  Power production at Skerbeverket_B3 in MW

  4 2 2          Studstrupverket_B3(t) Power production at Studstrupverket_B3 in MW

  4 2 3          Studstrupverket_B4(t) Power production at Studstrupverket_B4 in MW

  4 2 4          Esbjergverket_B3(t)   Power production at Esbjergsverket_B3 in MW
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  4 2 5          Herningeverket(t)     Power production at Herningsverket in MW

  4 2 6          imSWE(t)              Imported power from Sweden in MW

  4 2 7          imNOR(t)              Imported power from Norway in MW

  4 2 8          imGER(t)              Imported power from Germany in MW

  4 2 9          expSWE(t)             Exported power from Sweden in MW

  4 3 0          expNOR(t)             Exported power from Norway in MW

  4 3 1          expGER(t)             Exported power from Germany in MW

  4 3 2          export(t)             Total export in MW

  4 3 3          Methanol(t)           Power production in methanol unit in MW

  4 3 4          testtest(t)

  4 3 5          zEnstedverket_B3(t) Power production at Enstedsverket in MW

  4 3 6          zFynsverket_B3(t)   Power production at Fynsverket_B3 in MW

  4 3 7          zFynsverket_B7(t)   Power production at Fynsverket_B7 in MW

  4 3 8          zNordjyllandsverket_B2(t) Power production at Nordjyllandsverket_B2 in MW

  4 3 9          zNordjyllandsverket_B3(t) Power production at Nordjyllandsverket_B3 in MW

  4 4 0          zSkerbeverket_B1(t)  Power production at Skerbeverket_B1 in MW

  4 4 1          zSkerbeverket_B3(t)  Power production at Skerbeverket_B3 in MW

  4 4 2          zStudstrupverket_B3(t) Power production at Studstrupverket_B3 in MW

  4 4 3          zStudstrupverket_B4(t) Power production at Studstrupverket_B4 in MW

  4 4 4          zEsbjergverket_B3(t)   Power production at Esbjergsverket_B3 in MW

  4 4 5          zHerningeverket(t)     Power production at Herningsverket in MW

  4 4 6          zimSWE(t)              Imported power from Sweden in MW

  4 4 7          zimNOR(t)              Imported power from Norway in MW

  4 4 8          zimGER(t)              Imported power from Germany in MW

  4 4 9          zexpSWE(t)             Exported power from Sweden in MW

  4 5 0          zexpNOR(t)             Exported power from Norway in MW

  4 5 1          zexpGER(t)             Exported power from Germany in MW

  4 5 2          zMethanol(t)           Power production in methanol unit in MW

  4 5 3          ztesttest(t)

  4 5 4          y      dummie variabel;

  4 5 5 Equations

  4 5 6          En_B3

  4 5 7          F_B3

  4 5 8          F_B7

  4 5 9          N_B2

  4 6 0          N_B3

  4 6 1          Sk_B1

  4 6 2          Sk_B3

  4 6 3          St_B3

  4 6 4          St_B4

  4 6 5          Es_B3

  4 6 6          H

  4 6 7          imSW

  4 6 8          imNO

  4 6 9          imGE

  4 7 0          expSW

  4 7 1          expNO

  4 7 2          expGE

  4 7 3          ex

  4 7 4          Te

  4 7 5          M

  4 7 6          zEn_B3

  4 7 7          zF_B3

  4 7 8          zF_B7

  4 7 9          zN_B2

  4 8 0          zN_B3

  4 8 1          zSk_B1

  4 8 2          zSk_B3

  4 8 3          zSt_B3

  4 8 4          zSt_B4

  4 8 5          zEs_B3

  4 8 6          zH

  4 8 7          zimSW

  4 8 8          zimNO

  4 8 9          zimGE

  4 9 0          zexpSW

  4 9 1          zexpNO

  4 9 2          zexpGE

  4 9 3          zT

  4 9 4          zM

  4 9 5          dummie;

  4 9 6 En_B3(t)..        Enstedverket_B3(t)=e=Ensted_B3(t);

  4 9 7 F_B3(t)..         Fynsverket_B3(t)=e=Fyns_B3(t);

  4 9 8 F_B7(t)..         Fynsverket_B7(t)=e=Fyns_B7(t);

  4 9 9 N_B2(t)..         Nordjyllands_B2(t)=e=Nordjyllandsverket_B2(t);

  5 0 0 N_B3(t)..         Nordjyllands_B3(t)=e=Nordjyllandsverket_B3(t);

  5 0 1 Sk_B1(t)..        Skerbe_B1(t)=e=Skerbeverket_B1(t);

  5 0 2 Sk_B3(t)..        Skerbe_B3(t)=e=Skerbeverket_B3(t);

  5 0 3 St_B3(t)..        Studstrup_B3(t)=e=Studstrupverket_B3(t);

  5 0 4 St_B4(t)..        Studstrup_B4(t)=e=Studstrupverket_B4(t);

  5 0 5 Es_B3(t)..        Esbjerg_B3(t)=e=Esbjergverket_B3(t);

  5 0 6 H(t)..            Herninge(t)=e=Herningeverket(t);

  5 0 7 imSW(t)..         imS(t)=e=imSWE(t);

  5 0 8 imNO(t)..         imN(t)=e=imNOR(t);

  5 0 9 imGE(t)..         imG(t)=e=imGER(t);

  5 1 0 expSW(t)..        expS(t)=e=expSWE(t);

  5 1 1 expNO(t)..        expN(t)=e=expNOR(t);
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  5 1 2 expGE(t)..        expG(t)=e=expGER(t);

  5 1 3 ex(t)..           exp(t)=e=export(t);

  5 1 4 *Te(t)..            test(t)=e=testtest(t);

  5 1 5 *M(t)..            Meth(t)=e=Methanol(t);

  5 1 6 zEn_B3(t)..       zEnstedverket_B3(t)=e=zEnsted_B3(t);

  5 1 7 zF_B3(t)..        zFynsverket_B3(t)=e=zFyns_B3(t);

  5 1 8 zF_B7(t)..        zFynsverket_B7(t)=e=zFyns_B7(t);

  5 1 9 zN_B2(t)..        zNordjyllands_B2(t)=e=zNordjyllandsverket_B2(t);

  5 2 0 zN_B3(t)..        zNordjyllands_B3(t)=e=zNordjyllandsverket_B3(t);

  5 2 1 zSk_B1(t)..       zSkerbe_B1(t)=e=zSkerbeverket_B1(t);

  5 2 2 zSk_B3(t)..       zSkerbe_B3(t)=e=zSkerbeverket_B3(t);

  5 2 3 zSt_B3(t)..       zStudstrup_B3(t)=e=zStudstrupverket_B3(t);

  5 2 4 zSt_B4(t)..       zStudstrup_B4(t)=e=zStudstrupverket_B4(t);

  5 2 5 zEs_B3(t)..       zEsbjerg_B3(t)=e=zEsbjergverket_B3(t);

  5 2 6 zH(t)..           zHerninge(t)=e=zHerningeverket(t);

  5 2 7 zimSW(t)..        zimS(t)=e=zimSWE(t);

  5 2 8 zimNO(t)..        zimN(t)=e=zimNOR(t);

  5 2 9 zimGE(t)..        zimG(t)=e=zimGER(t);

  5 3 0 zexpSW(t)..       zexpS(t)=e=zexpSWE(t);

  5 3 1 zexpNO(t)..       zexpN(t)=e=zexpNOR(t);

  5 3 2 zexpGE(t)..       zexpG(t)=e=zexpGER(t);

  5 3 3 *zT(t)..        ztest(t)=e=ztesttest(t);

  5 3 4 *zM(t)..           zMeth(t)=e=zMethanol(t);

  5 3 5 dummie..          y=g=0;

  5 3 6 Model dummiemodel /En_B3, F_B3, F_B7, N_B2, N_B3, Sk_B1, Sk_B3, St_B3, St_B4, Es_B3, H, imSW,imNO, imGE, expSW,

  5 3 7 expNO, expGE, ex, dummie, zEn_B3, zF_B3, zF_B7, zN_B2, zN_B3, zSk_B1, zSk_B3, zSt_B3, zSt_B4, zEs_B3, zH, zimSW,

  5 3 8 zimNO, zimGE, zexpSW, zexpNO, zexpGE/;

  5 3 9 Solve dummiemodel using lp minimizing y;

  5 4 0 

  5 4 1 execute_unload 'reportmip.gdx'

  5 4 2          ztot,

  5 4 3          CO2emissions,

  5 4 4          CO2emissionstot,

  5 4 5          ztime,

  5 4 6          utility,

  5 4 7          start,

  5 4 8          maxcost,

  5 4 9          expprice,

  5 5 0          Enstedverket_B3,

  5 5 1          Fynsverket_B3,

  5 5 2          Fynsverket_B7,

  5 5 3          Nordjyllandsverket_B2,

  5 5 4          Nordjyllandsverket_B3,

  5 5 5          Skerbeverket_B1,

  5 5 6          Skerbeverket_B3,

  5 5 7          Studstrupverket_B3,

  5 5 8          Studstrupverket_B4,

  5 5 9          Esbjergverket_B3,

  5 6 0          Herningeverket,

  5 6 1          imSWE,

  5 6 2          imNOR,

  5 6 3          imGER,

  5 6 4          expSWE,

  5 6 5          expNOR,

  5 6 6          expGER,

  5 6 7          export,

  5 6 8          testtest,

  5 6 9          Methanol,

  5 7 0          zEnstedverket_B3,

  5 7 1          zFynsverket_B3,

  5 7 2          zFynsverket_B7,

  5 7 3          zNordjyllandsverket_B2,

  5 7 4          zNordjyllandsverket_B3,

  5 7 5          zSkerbeverket_B1,

  5 7 6          zSkerbeverket_B3,

  5 7 7          zStudstrupverket_B3,

  5 7 8          zStudstrupverket_B4,

  5 7 9          zEsbjergverket_B3,

  5 8 0          zHerningeverket,

  5 8 1          zimSWE,

  5 8 2          zimNOR,

  5 8 3          zimGER,

  5 8 4          zexpSWE,

  5 8 5          zexpNOR,

  5 8 6          zexpGER,

  5 8 7          ztesttest,

  5 8 8          zMethanol;

  5 8 9 *methanolprod;

  5 9 0 

  5 9 1 execute 'gdx2xls reportmip.gdx';


